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HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY FROM
THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER
Neighborhood Housing Service To
Have Home Of Its Own----------------- -

Watson Haynes Makes History With
Election------------ f----------- ---------------------Community activist elected as SWIFTMUD’S vice chairman

An artist’s rendition of the new
Neighborworks Homeownership and Community Resource Center
ing and access to services Housing Services and Mt.
such as real estate agents Zion Human Services, Inc.
to develop and sell 40 new
and contractor referrals.
Located in Midtown, homes within Midtown as
the homeownership center part of its plans to increase
around
will attract residents from homeownership
throughout' SBRfetersburg Jordan Park. The partner
■ ter Is located on Dr. Martin and lower Pinellas County.
ship will make it possible
^greet The < community
act- for less afflent families to
S(>uth anLT&,'s5fedgled
ivitylfesource center sec realize their dream of
tion
of the building will be homeownership.
„.....
The Homeownership available for activities that
The majority of the
Center will help the especially serve the needs homes will be built in the
Neighborhood
Housing of low-to-moderate income Wildwood Heights and
Services improve customer households. Those services MelroselMercy-Pine Acres
service and increase the wil include youth-oriented neighborhoods. They will
number of first-time home education and training, res be marketed to buyers that
buyers. By partnering with ident leadership develop can secure first-time mort
others, the organization and organizing neighbor gage financing and who
will bring most of its serv hood events. The new facil meeting the eligibility cri
ices and training under one ity is being financed teria established by the
roof. Services include pre- through public and private Department of Housing and
and post-purchase counsel sources.
Urban Development and
ing, homebuyers education,
The timing for the the Housing Authority. To
home inspections, renova building is perfect, given qualify, applicants must be
tion specifications, cost that the St. Petersburg a first-time home owner,
estimates, mortgage financ- Housing Authority selected have no felony convincST. PETERSBURG The St. Petersburg Housing
Services has started con
struction on its new
Neighborworks
Homeownership and Community
ResourceCra^^Lte'^^1''

tions within the past seven
years, be employed full
time for the past 12 years
and be able to supply 2 per
cent of the purchase price
of the home.
"In some ways it's a
golden opportunity for the
families who qualify and
are able to get through the;
processing to closing," said
Askia Muhammad Aquil,
executive director of the St.
Petersburg Neighborhood
Housing Services in a
recent interview with The
St. Petersburg Times. "It
will provide a level of
assistance that has probably
never been witnessed in the
city."
For further information
about the program, contact
St. Petersburg Neighbo
rhood Housing Services at
(727) 821-6897.

Placed in a powerful
position, with implications
that the next step is the role ,
of chairman,
Haynes
already has plans for
expanding the vision of
SWIFTMUD. Although
the district was praised for
its leadership in increasing
minority vendor diversity
Watson Haynes II
consistently over the past
BROOKSVILLE
- four years, Haynes is seek
The Southwest Florida ing more involvement. "We
Water Management Dist have dn of the highest ven-,
rict (SWIFTMUD) unani dor relations," he said, "but
mously elected Watson L. I’m not satisfied with the
Haynes II of St. Petersburg number of minorities hired
as its Vice Chairman. The within the district." In the
move is historical, as past, Haynes has served as
Haynes became only the Chairman of Diversity for
second African-American the Water Management
District.
to obtain that role.
There are other chal
Upon his appointment
to SWIFTMUD’s Govern lenges to face as well. "I,
ing Board by Gov. Jeb will be looking at the big
Bush five years ago, ger picture," he said. Based
Haynes served two terms in Brooksville, and with
offices from
as SWIFTMUD’s treasuy,-.. satellite
Ballow
to
Tampa,
SWIFT
er, responsible for a budget
of over $300 million and a • MUD is responsible for the
water resources budget of agricultural concerns of a
16-county area serving
over $400 million.

over 3.5 million residents.
Besides issues of diversity,
Haynes hopes to place
greater concern on water
resource projects and con
servation efforts.
Haynes, who also
serves as the PresidentlCEO of the Coalition
For A Safe And Drug Free
St. Petersburg, Inc., is up to
the formidable task of bal
ancing his responsibilities
to the two organizations,
firm in his commitment.
"I’ve got 18 employees at
the Coalition providing me
with full staff support," he
said. "I’m confident in
their abilities."
Under Haynes’s lead
ership, the Water Manag
ement District received
high praise for operating
with sound and efficient
budgetary constraints, ex
emplified by a record of no
long-term debts. Haynes,
who received a bachelor’s
degree in Public Admin
istration from Eckerd
College and a master’s

Determination propels this designer to make good on her dreams

Former librarian is first African-American woman to serve on its Board of Trustees

Sonja W. Garcia
photo by Jason Marsh

TAMPA
Sonja
Garcia is making history
again at the University of
South Florida by becoming
the first African-American
woman to be appointed to
the school's Board of
Trustees. Her appointment
comes some 30 years after
the Tafnpa resident became

the first black person hired
to the educational staff at
USF.
The former library
administrator worked as
assistant director of human
resources at the USFTampa Library until her
retirement in November
2000. Garcia has been

necessitated the re-creation
of the 13-member board of
trustees around the state.
While the new structure
represents the third change
in three years, the good
news is that the trend
toward more local control
is expected to continue.
That gives USF greater
flexibility for programs,
budget and other issues
that have a direct impact on
USF's future.
USF President Judy
Genshaft applauded Gov.
Jeb Bush's recent appoint
ment of Garcia, Kiran
Patel, a Tampa cardiolo
gist; Greg Paveza, presi
dent of the USF Faculty
Senate and social work
professor; and Debbie
Sembler, a Pinellas Park
marketing consultant.
"We welcome the
diverse perspectives the
new trustees bring to the
board," Genshaft said.
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Haynes
continued on pg. 5

When Inspiration Strikes-----

Sonja W. Garcia Named Trustee At USF
involved in numerous com
munity and social organi
zations and initiatives. She
served as chairwoman of
the Tampa Hillsborough
County Public Library
Board's subcommittee on
Internet use. She is imme
diate past regional director
of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. In July 2002,
she completed a four-year
term, managing the South
Atlantic region, which inlcudes Florida, Georgia and
South Carolina. She is also
a member of the Links,
Inc., an African-American
organization committed to
providing services to the
community in the areas of
arts, health, and education.
The appointments were
made necessary by a con
stitutional amendent creat
ing the Board of Governors
to govern USF and other
state universities. The pas
sage of Amendment 11

degree in Management
from
National
Louis
University, guided the dis
trict through its tax hear
ings that resulted in over
whelming support by citi
zens. "I’m thrilled that my
colleagues recognized my
efforts," Haynes said, "We
all share in the future of
water management and
crating the right opportuni
ty to protect our citizens
vital resources."
Governing
Board
Members are unpaid, citi
zen volunteers who are
appointed by the Governor
for a four-year term and
confirmed by the Florida
Senate. The 11-member
Governing Board sets poli
cy for the District, whose
mission is to manage the
water and related resources
of west-central Florida to
meet the needs of current
and future water Users
while protecting the envi-

Sharon Heaven, owner of Sheridaj Hats and Suits
photo by Bill Thomas

by Candace K, Clarke
Amidst her sophisticat
ed suits and hats, Sharon
Heaven feels she is right
where she should be;
enjoying a creative vision
she has entertained since
she was a little girl.
Although ■ the Jamaica
native has only officially
been in business since
February, it’s been a long

time coming.
You see, despite the
lack of support from the
bank she soughtbut, and in
spite of being told that her
credit history wasn’t long
enough as a self-employer,
Heaven is in operation. Her
shop’s name is Sheridaj,
located squarely on the
edge of the Maxi Mall
plaza at 4351 34th St So.

Subscribers: Please send renewals
directly to:

The Weekly Challenger
2500 Dr. M.L.K. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

The business’s name is a
collage of her own, her
husband’s, and their two
children, Douglas, Justin,

and Ashley, respectively.
"This was a life-long
dream," Heaven explains.
"And when I got up to do
it, I had it done in 30 days."
Heaven’s suits run
from sizes 8 to 30, with
names such as Salvatore
Cavalli and Nina Massini
on the labels. With cus
tomers casually searching
the
racks,
browsing
through suits that range in
color from brilliant reds to
spring yellows, Heaven is
confident she’ll land them
the perfect outfit for their
engagement, be it for the
church service on Sunday
or an upcoming sorority
affair, as well as the right
hat to match, be it
sequined, feathered, or
with an upturned brim and
flowers. Heaven will men-

Inspiration
continued on pg. 6
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A Living Memorial to Cleveland Johnson, Jr.
“Black People Must Sell As Well As Buy Else Remain A Beggar Race”
bv Barry A. McIntosh
Few individuals make
a major impact on others
during their lifetime. Even
less accomplish things that
remain in memory after
they pass. Mr. Cleveland
Johnson is an exception to
both. His philosophy was
dear and simple. One
could not argue about his
focus and how it was the
catalyst that, influenced the
vision of countless people
who met him.
Mr. Johnson was an
entrepreneur in the truest
sense. He created a suc
cessful newspaper, The
Weekly Challenger, out of
virtually nothing, and in
doing so he controlled his
destiny, and helped others

do the same. That is what
he preached incessantly; be
ih control of your own des
tiny. To achieve that sort of
freedom, one must sell, and
even more importantly, sell
what belongs to them, not
someone else’s product or
service. In other words,
find yourself a business,
work it, be successful at it,
and thus dramatically re
duce your dependence up
on others for support.
Working for someone else,
and having them control
your income, has relegated
many African-Americans
to a beggar race, in some
cases more severely than
others. Nevertheless, as
Mr. Johnson experienced it,
working for someone else,

and buying and spending
more than selling has per
petuated some level of sub
jugation.
An
often-repeated
story from those who tried
as they could to write sto
ries for him was his re
sponse to essentially "go
sell an ad, and keep your
story." He promoted the
participation in commerciaI
enterprise, controlling your
destiny. In addition, he
backed up what initially
seemed like a harsh request
by taking so many under
his wings and training them
to "sell." This town is filled
with people who took his
advice, and are forever
indebted to Mr. Johnson for
the success they’ve a-

chieved.
For those of us who
were not privileged to meet
Mr. Johnson and fully un
derstand his philosophy, it
does us well to understand
the import of the words;
"Black People Must Sell
As Well As Buy, Else
Remain A ‘Beggar Race.’"
This is critically important
when we look at this equa
tion from the buying side.
For example, the National
Urban League reported that
during the decade of the
90s, "African-American
buying power increased al
most 73 percent." The chal
lenge we face with that
increase in disposable in
come is the problem with
too much spending.

Moreover, a 1997 U.S.
Census Bureau report
showed that Blacks spent
from .5 — 15% more
money, on average, than all
American consumers for
necessities like Food, Tele
phone, Utilities, Clothing,
and Major Appliances.
Another study by the
National Tour Association
showed that the Black fam
ily median income was
54% - 65% of white fami
lies in the four age groups
35-44, 45-54, 55-64, and
65+. Conversely, the same
study reported that a Black
family earning $30,000 a
year spends as much as a
white family earning
$50,000. No wonder that
Mr. Johnson stressed

"Selling" over "Buying."
The net result: a negative
net worth for a significant
majority of African-Ameri
cans when compared to
white Americans with com
parable incomes.
"Cleve," as many af
fectionately called him, is
no longer here, but the
stark reality of our plight
remains. It thus does us all
well to reflect heavily on
what motivated him, his
legacy: "Black People
Must Sell As Well As Buy,
Else Remain A ‘Beggar
Race’," lest we find our
selves failing to heed Mr.
Johnson’s warning issued
out of love and respect for
all of us!

cially enjoyed her article
on
Attention
Deficit
Hyperactivity
Disorder
(ADHD), as I have a
cousin who has the disor
der. He is fourteen years
old and goes to a private
school in Nova Scotia,
Canada, while his family
lives in Bolivia, South
America.
Frances explored the
subject of ADHD com

pletely in her column. She
stressed the importance of
teacher and parent aware
ness and early involvement
with the problem. She
spoke of the remedies
available, and that many
talented people had ADHD
including Thomas Edison.
I have enjoyed her
other articles written some
time ago about her daugh
ter and how several of her

friends were raising their
children.
Frances can turn her
hand and write on almost
any subject, and make it
constructive and interest
ingRuth Morrow, Largo

Letters to the Editor
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“Freedom by Any
Means Necessary”
May 19 will be the
78th birthday of El Hajj
Malik Shabbazz, our
“Black Shining Prince,”
Malcolm X, one of the
greatest freedom fighters in
the history of Africans in
America. Malcolm was a
fearless and uncompromis
ing critic of racism, politi
cal oppression and eco
nomic exploitation of Afri
cans in America in particu
lar and oppressed people in
general. The quintessential
“man child in the promised
land,” Malcolm was a lost
warrior, an authentic ge
nius who went astray under
the wicked influence of the
“streets” in the “dark ghet
tos” of America.
But with the blessings
of the ancestors and the
embrace of the Honorable
Elijah Muhammad ahd the
Nation of Islam, Malcolm
was able to “shake the de
vil off’ to emerge as devoted’champion of liberation
of African people in Amer

ica and the world. Ever the
audacious orator and mas
ter of the meaningful and
memorable phrase, one of
Malcolm’s most often
quoted admonitions is
“freedom by any means
necessary.”
Oh, how we need Mal
colm’s courage and inex
haustible passion for en
gaging the struggle for lib
eration in this hour of
grave crisis in the life and
times of Africans in Ameri
ca. Never in recent years
has the precarious progress
that we have achieved
towards total liberation
seemed so much in jeop
ardy.
America has a “select
ed” President who, with the
aid of his cohort Attorney
General John Ashcroft, has
launched a “war against
terrorism” reminiscent of J.
Edgar Hoover’s Counter
Intelligence Program in its
threat to the civil liberties
of those who would agitate

Dear Editor:
I have been an avid
reader of The Weekly Chal
lenger for many years. I,
like many other AfricanAmericans, rely on the
Challenger to educate and
inform me of issues relat
ing to our people and the
world alike. Through time,
the Challenger has evolved
into so much more!
I want to compliment

you on your choice of pre
serving columnist Frances
Pinckney.
For many,
Frances and the Challenger
are synonymous. Frances
is a jewel! She writes on
issues that anyone can
relate to. Her columns have
helped me to grow into the
person I am today.
Her column on Atten
tion Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder is extremely in

formative. Parents as well
as educators could learn
from the article. She was
extremely thorough.
I look forward to
Frances’ next article.
Keturah N. Mills, Ed.D.
Dear Editor:
I enjoy the Challenger
and especially the articles
by Frances Pinckney. She
is a talented writer. I espe

There Is A
Reason To
Read The
Weekly
Challenger!

Getting Blacks Elected, But at What Cost to
Black America?------- ------- —------- - ———*;
by Richard Dimery
Savoy magazine re
cently addressed the issue
of getting more Blacks
elected to public office.
Views were diverse, and all
disturbed me.
Mellody Hobson of
Ariel Capitol Management
sounded ngive: "I don't
care what the platform is, I
just want a Black senator
or governor." Publisher
Earl Graves, Sr., took a dif
ferent track, warning: "You
have to support the candi
date who will support our
message. If you don't, you
end up with a Clarence
Thomas."
Nobody asked me to
help craft "our message." I
like Thomas. And I appre
ciate the fact that Graves
showcases Black entrepre
neurs' success stories in his
magazines. His apparent
support of the liberal agen-

for freedom and justice in
this society.
Bush has unleashed an
illegal, immoral and unnec
essary war against Iraq, a
premeditated assault de
signed to flex America’s
military might and seize
control of the second larg
est oil reserves in the
world. Bush and company
are also sending a signal
that no, one, at home or
abroad, dare challenge the
might of America’s mili
tary and intelligence appa
ratus as the world’s only
super power.
While the attention of
most Americans is primari
ly focused on the threat of
terrorism from abroad and
the “dangers,” real or con
cocted, of foreign enemies
who may* be harboring
“weapons of mass destruc
tion,” (waiting for an op
portune moment to strike
the U.S ), the rich are get
ting richer and the poor are

da concerns me.
This notion of a "mes
sage," its irony and the
confused thinking related
to it is apparent. Support
Black candidates unquestioningly, unless they are
conservative. J.C. Watts,
Alan Keyes, Colin Powell
and Condoleezza Rice are
"dissed" while leftist icons
are revered.
Black "leaders" with
their own agendas encour
age this attitude. It is short
sighted and threatens the
form of government that
protects the freedoms we
enjoy and provides the
opportunities Graves cele
brates.
People without a real
understanding of the foun
dations of their freedoms,
opportunities and prosperi
ty can be deceived by dis
information. What force
can influence those who
getting poorer in this na
tion. Unemployment, pov
erty and homelessness are
on the rise, and more peo
ple than ever before have
no health insurance and
more students are forced to
attend inferior schools that
dispense an inadequate ed
ucation.
Moreover, with the rise
to hegemony of the right id
American politics, a mas
sive roll back of the civil
rights won in the era of the
60s is well under way. The
forward advance of Afri
cans in America along the
road to full freedom is
stalled, and there are few
voices that cry out against
this outrage.
But if Malcolm were
among us, he would be
speaking out without fear,
ferociously attacking the
hypocrisy of this nation in
waging an ill-advised war
against Iraq and touting the
need for “homeland securi-

profess Judeo-Christian
principles - or even a secu
lar morality - to cleave to
Godless and destructive
ideologies or support those
who do?
Politics.
After the 1983 U.S.
liberation of the Caribbean
island of Grenada, cap
tured records documented
meetings of the ousted
communist leadership. In a
December 15, 1982 meet
ing, it was noted "Barbara
Lee is here... with a report
on the International Airport
that was done by Ron
Dellums." The report was
an intelligence assessment
on the Granadian airport
used as a trans-shipment
point for arms from the
Soviet Union to guerilla
groups in the Western
Hemisphere. Lee was an
assistant to Congressman
Ron Dellums (D-CA).

Since then, Dellums retired
and Lee replaced him.
Both are Black.
The captured minutes
explain that Dellums,
through Lee, invited ene
mies of our nation and
form of government to
suggest changes to a report
to be submitted to the
House Armed Services
Committee.
Dellums and Lee,
throughout their political
lives, have allied them
selves with the extreme left
and subversive groups that
share a direct lineage to the
values espoused by Karl
Marx. Marx's Communist
Manifesto declares there
should be no power given
to God or family, only to
the state.
There is no disputing
that our community places
a great value in God, fami
ly and morality, yet many

who claim to be our lead
ers and sbrve as our repre
sentatives in government
adhere to political values
that are exactly the oppo
site. Why?
This is the reward for
not caring about the posi
tions of those we give
power.. We the people,
through ignorance, apathy
or both consistently elect
people whose activism
clearly demonstrates a con
flict with the people's busi
ness. In this way, govern
ment, which is supposed to
be the servant of the peo
ple, will surely become the
master.
Dellums, Lee and oth
ers have unquestioned sup
port in much of the Black
community. Yet we seem
unable or unwilling to
assess the ultimate threat to
America's existence.
We live in perilous

ty” when there is no de
fense against hunger, pov
erty, disease, homeless
ness, inferior education and
the pollution of the land,
water and air for millions
of Black, people of color
and poor and working peo
ple. Malcolm would be
speaking out against the
persistence of police bru
tality and misconduct in
the ghettos, barrios and
reservations in this nation,
the racial profiling of
Blacks and Latinos and
whole new categories of
people who must be
watched by the State Arabs, Muslims, Middle
Eastern or Southeast Asia
“looking” people who
might pose a “threat” to the
“national security.”
Maleolm would be
speaking out against the
explosive growth of the
prison-jail industrial com
plex that is warehousing
hundreds of thousands of

Blacks and Latinos. Mal
colm would be speaking
out against the war against
terrorism, calling it just
what it is, State-sponsored
terrorism against Black
people, people of color and
dissenters of all races and
nationalities.
Malcolm
would be speaking out
against the war against
Iraq, denouncing it as a
racist plot by the U.S. gov
ernment to make the world
safe for U.S. multinational
corporations. Malcolm X
would not be silent.
Not only would he not
be, silent, our Black
Shining Prince would be
urging us to resist, resist,
resist by “any means nec
essary.” First and foremost,
as a proponent
Black
Nationalism,
Malcolm
would be demanding that
Africans in America “con
trol the politics and eco
nomics of the Black com
munity,” that resistance

must come from an organ
ized base of well-informed,
committed and courageous
people.
From that vantage
point, Malcolm would be
urging us to join the mas
sive
demonstrations
against the war against
Iraq, the war against terror
ism and the massive pro
tests against the Interna
tional Monetary Fund,
World Bank and World
Trade Organization in their
collective quest to impose
American favored neo-lib
eral structural adjustment
plans on peoples and na
tions of Africa and the
Third World.
Malcolm would be
urging us to use economic
sanctions to punish those
multinational corporations
engaged in exploitative
practices against people of
color, poor and working
people in this country and
around the world. Malcolm

of

times. The price of free
dom is constant vigilance.
Only an informed citizenry
can defend our freedoms.
How long ago was it
written, "...for lack of
knowledge, my people perj
ish"? For lack of knowl
edge of our heritage, our
founding principles and
understanding
of the
responsibilities and privi
leges of the freedoms we
have - many of us are giv
ing away our birthrights.
Utopia is an unobtain
able dream. Rather than
tear down to try to create it,
I believe that defending,
building up and improving
the system we have now is
our best hope for the
future.
Richard Dimery is a
member of the National
Advisory Council of the
African-American leadership
network Project 21. Com
ments may be sent to Pro
ject21 @ nationalcenter.org.

would be in the thick of the
fight to get rid of the
Confederate Battle Flag in
South Carolina; he would
be with our brothers and
sisters in Cincinnati in the
Boycott of that city in a
courageous effort to ad
dress the issues of police
brutality, economic apart
heid and political disen
franchisement.
Malcolm would be
warning this government
and the Democratic and
Republican parties that the
presidential election in
2004 “just might be the
year of the ballot or the
bullet.” In this critical mo
ment in our history, Mal
colm would be exhorting
us to rise up, to seize the
time to fight for the libera
tion of Black people and
oppressed people “by any
means necessary!’’
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
News Briefs
t & Gtrls Club
Dinrofr'-The Boys and

250 kids will receive bait,
goodie bags, t-shirts, and a
Girls Club of the Suncoast free lunch. The event is
will hold its 44th Anni open for children 12 and
versary Dinner on Thurs under. Contact the Pier
day, May 8 at Ruth Eckerd Aquarium at (727) 895Hall in Clearwater. The 7437 for more information.'
keynote speaker is Matt
Stop Smoking. BayMorton, a freshman at Stet front Medical Center will
son University and Semi- , hold a Wellness Seminar
nole High School graduate for Smoking Cessation on
who co-founded 61C Teen Monday, May 12 from
Centers’. Morton was in 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. The twostrumental' in' the donation hour session combines the,
of more than $600,000 to power of hypnosis and
the Boys & Girls Clubs of behavior modification to
the Suncoast from the help kick the nicotine habit
Eckerd Family Foundation, without gaining weight.
this years' honoree. The The first 45 minutes of
evening jjyill also honor the each session is free orienta
25fh anniversary of the tion. The seminar is held at
Tarpon ’Springs Boys and Bayfront Medical Center at
Girls Club.
701 Sixth Street Sopth. No
Kid's Fishing Tour reservations are required.
nament. The Pier Aquari
Job Fair. The Pinellas
um's ^5th Annual Kid's County Urban League will
Fishii^Journarnentwill hold its 6th Annual Com
be he kiAjrt Saturday, May; munity Job Fair on Tues
10 in
; Cbuityard, day, May 13 at the Pinellas
800 Seocnd Avenue North-, Technical Education Cen
east. Registration begins at ter, 901 34th Street South
8:30 a.m. The tournament in St. Petersburg. The job
begins at 9 a.m. Cost is $1 fair runs from 9 a.m. to 2
per participant. The first p.m. The workshop, "Mak

ing a Good First Impres
sion," begins at 10 a.m.
Child Safety Day.
State Farm Child Safety
Day is designed to help
spread the word on child
passenger safety and Low
parents and guardians can
do a better job of protect
ing their children. Free
child safety seat inspec
tions will be available on
Saturday, May 17 from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Toys R
Us, 1900 Tyrone Blvd.
Free child ID kits and safe
ty lessons will also be
available. For more info, :
contact Conrad Caringal at
(727) 547-2822.
Marketing 101. The
St. Petersburg Area Cham
ber of Commerce will
sponsor "Marketing Plans A Business Necessity" at 8
a.m. May 20 in the Cham
ber's Raymond James
Board Room, 100 2nd Ave.
North. Topics will include
Target Markets, Determin-'
ing Competition, and Com
pany Messaging and Posi
tioning. For reservations,
email: bbalckef@tbi.net.

PTEC Nursing Students Look
for Mentoring---------------- -------------PINELLAS COUNTY
- A mentor is defined as an
experienced and prudent
advisof'who is a nurse. The
Pinellas County Technical
Education Center (PTEC)
is currently looking for vol
unteers in this area:
Nursing students expe
rience many .fears’, The ,
three main fears are: Will I
be a confident nurse? Will I
make the grade? Will I pass
my state boards? These
fears may sometimes over
whelm a student. The-only
way students will survive is
to havea mentor that will
support.,; and encourage
them. Students must be
told that they can and will
succeed,, , The
mentor
should supply the student
with a sense of direction,
plan of study, and /or tutor
ing session. This will in
sure that the students will
achieve and receive excel
lent grades. When state
boards have been passed,
the student will receive
their license to practice in

the great profession of
nursing.
Guidelines for Mentor
ing:
A mentor must be a cer
tified or registered health
professional, a supporter of
Health Programs, a role
model whp will establish
rapport „ with ipentee , and
treat information with the
utmost confidentiality, and
able to provide of guid
ance, encouragement, and
experience, which will
enhance growth of each
mentee.
Mentoring Responsibil
ities: >
The duties include
meeting with the mentee(s)
on a monthly basis and
maintaining phone con
tacts, submitting program
evaluation reports to coor
dinator at, the end of each
session, networking with
the program coordinator at
the end of each session re
garding concerns with the
mentee(s) or mentor rela
tionship, and the submittal

of a yearly evaluation of
mentee. The mentee must
also submit a yearly, evalu
ation of the mentor. Men
tors schedule group work
shop® for mentee’s along
with program coordinator,
and mentee’s will provide
their mentor with the
course description of
courses enrolled in during
each semester as listed in
school catalog.
For more information,
contact Evelyn Gardner at
the St. Petersburg PTEC
site, 893-2500, ext. 1071.

GULFPORT - Mel
Martinez, the nation's 12th
Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development, will
address graduates at the
Stetson University College
of Law spring commence
ment ceremony at 9 a.m.,
May 10 in the College's
outdoor courtyard.
During the ceremony,

163 students are expected
to march, including 11
who will receive the
Master of Laws (LL.M.)
degree in International
Law and Business.
Stetson was one of the
first law schools in the
nation to require its. stu
dents to perform commu
nity service as a condition

Development Corporation

...JI,..-

for graduation, Dean Gary
Vause said that it is ‘espe
cially fitting to have
Secretary Martinez serve
as commencement speak
er. "Secretary Martinez has
worked
tirelessly
in
Florida and in Washington
D.C. to help countless
individuals achieve a bet
ter life." Vause said.1

Choice
emeriAS county schoois

.

TAMPA- The Univer
sity of South Florida seeks
to find, recognize and cel
ebrate innovatipn among
non-profit
communitybased service organiza
tions in the Tampa Bay
area. USF invites applica
tions to the Office of Com
munity Relations from
potential nominees for the
2003 USF Award for NonProfit Innovation competi
tion. The winner of the
competition will receive
$1,000, be honored at a
celebratory reception at
the University of South
Florida and featured on the
USF Office of Community
, Relations Web site.
USF is particularly in
terested in non-profit or
ganizations with a back
ground in Child/Youth
Services, Community Improvement/Development,
Counseling Services, Cri
sis Intervention, Educ
ation, Healthcare Services,
Homeless Services, Prevention/Treatment of Sub

Pinellas County Schools
is now registering
students who are
entering kindergarten
on Aug. 5, 2003. All
students who are
entering a public school
jMli
for the first time must
register to receive a
school assignment.
Note: Students must be 5 years old on or before Sept. 1,2003, to start kindergarten.

Don’t delay - Call a Family Education
and Information Center today!
Fanrti ly Education and information

Fiddly Education and Information

Center at Robinson Challenge

' Center at PTEC-St. Petersburg '

1101 Marshall St,, Clearwater
fi®) 298-2858

3420 Eighth Ave, S, St. Petersburg
(727)552-15^ A

HOURS: Monday-Wednesday, Friday 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.; Thursday 8 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
, SUMMER HOURS; (June 2-July 24,2003) Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m:

f
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St. Petersburg
jjifi
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Family Owned 5 Star Dealer
M'F 8:30-8:30 • Sat. 8:30 to 6:30
• Sun. 11:30 to 6

727-321-0500
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ii

$6,995

99 Dodge
iCaravan

stance Abuse, Service for
People with Disabilities,
and Services for Senior
Citizens, Applicants must
be designated as a 501(c)3
non-profit organization by
the United States Internal
Revenue Service.
Applications for this
award can be found at the
USF Office of Community
Relations website at www
.usf.edu/cr. The deadline
for submission of the ap
plication is May 30, 2003.
This initiative was
made possible through a
generous donation from
USAA Foundation. USAA
is a worldwide insurance
and diversified financial
services
association,
Which fyas provided insur
ance and financial services
to the U.S. military com
munity and their families
since 1922.
For additional infor
mation regarding the USF
Non-Profit
Innovation
Award, contact Cathy
Grant at (813) 974-3222.

‘99 Dodge Ram High 02 Dodge Grand
CO Pontiac Grand
$5,995 Prix GT
$10,125 Top Convers. $12,995 ’ Caravan
$15,544

;97Dodge2500
’Conversion Van
i
i

health education, and
sporting activities. Lunch
will also be provided. The
inaugural summit was held
last year at Wildwood
Recreation Cetner with
nearly 300 students in
attendance. This year, the
coalition plans to increase
the number of participants
and incorporate more phy
sical activities.
For registration and
more information or to
volunteer, call Valerie
Pendarvis-Haynes at (727)
823-1885.

$75,495

ii

‘00 KlA
’Sophia
j...........

ST. PETERSBURG The Coalition for a Safe
and Drug Free St. Peters
burg, Inc. will host the
Second Annual Communi
ty Youth Summit on Fri
day, May 9 at St. Peters
burg College. The summit
targets middle and high
school students. All partic
ipants must pre-register to
attend the summit.
Registration and conti
nental breakfast begins at 8
a.m. Sessions will be held
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Topics this year include
drug and crime prevention,

USF Announces NonProfit Innovation
Award-------------------------

.

Do You Have a Child Starting
Kindergarten in August?

i

b BegiflfliflJJ

Community Youth
Summit —————-

HUD Secretary Mel Martinez
to Address Graduates at
,
Stetson University College of
Law Commencement ——

View Our Entire
inventory at
www.daytonandrewsdodge.com

ii

CREDIT PROBLEMS! WE CAN HELP. CALL OUR CREDIT HOTLINE
1-800-570-1500 FOR PRE-APPROVAL

■
"SELECT'
PRE-OWNED
.VEHICLES,

i

Upcoming Events
• The Pier Aquarium's 15th Annual Kids
Fishing Tournament, Saturday, May 10.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. Cost: $1 per
participant. For more information,
call 895-7437.
• Pinellas County Urban League's Sixth
Annual Community Job Fair, Tuesday, May 13,
PTEC Campus, 901 - 34th St. S.

• Indie.Arie in concert at 8 p.m. Sat., May
17 in the Carol Morsani Hall at the Tampa
Bay Performing Arts Center in Tampa.
Tickets are $19, $29, $39 and $45.
• Music Fest on the Water, Sundays from 1
to 4 p.m. at The Pier, 800 .Second Avenue
NE. Live music featuring Smooth Jazz 94.1
FM. Free.
• Friends & Family Day at Vinoy Park, 7th
Avenue NE and Tampa Bay. Jazz artists
Belinda Womack and Fred Johnson, reggae,
Carribbean and R&B music. 9 a.m. to 10
p.m. $10 adults, $5 children in advance,
$17 day of event.
For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922

TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues
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OPINION

by Fenn Ellery

Bashing Midtown
Leaders Does Not
Help! ---------- -------On April 30, The St.
Petersburg Times ran an
editorial column by a
Black leader-wannabee.
It was destructive and
racially biased. The wri
ter lauds American Citi
zen Taxpayers (ACT)
leaders and bad-mouths
or ignores Black ACT
leaders!
His diatribe was trig
gered by the shooting
death of Cynthia Be
thune. That writer thinks
highly of the Mayor and
Police Chief, both are
White. He savages Oma
li Yeshitela and Frank
Peterman, both Black.
He gets mean, publicly!
And he ignores many
others like Vyrle Davis
and
Deputy
Mayor
Goliath Davis, plus the
Rev. Drs. Gustave Victor
and Preston Leonard,
plus elected leaders Rene
Flowers, Earnest Will
iams, Kenneth Welch,
and Calvin Harris.
The writer states,
"The time has come.. .for
so-called black leaders,
such as the ever-strutting
Uhuru boss Omali Yeshi
tela, to shut up." Leaders
to shut up! Similarly "for
tBible-toting, black elect
ed officials, such as state
Rep. Frank Peterman. .
.the epitome of milque
toast, hides behind the
pulpit and utters scriptur
al bromides. . ." His pa
per editorializes against
"incivility!"
Didn't Omali run for
Mayor in 2000 and get
the largest total any Black
candidate has ever re
ceived? Peterman repre
sents Midtown, and was
n't he overwhelmingly re
elected recently? Now
the daily's columnist
knows best - "here is
what I want Peterman to
do..''
That columnist's au
dience is mainly White.
He gets speaking engage
ments from predominant
ly white groups. Regard
ing Midtown residents?
It "is a place of selfimposed containment'1
where "too many resi
dents have given up on
improving their lot,
where dilapidation and
debris are accepted. . .!"
And so forth.
Did this writer exit
Planet Earth? He com
mends NAACP President
Darryl Rouson's gun buy
back program by saying
it "was more than I see
coming from other selfappointed black leaders."
Self-appointed? Within
days roughly 10 top black
leaders held a media
event - covered by re
porter Tom Tobin of the
Times - calling for a na
tional search for Pinellas
County School Super
intendent!
Peterman has not
"spoke all over the place"
and "knocked on doors"

recently (as the writer
wishes) because he has
been representing con
stituents in our wacky
legislature. He is badly
needed there in the com
ing Special Session. But
Gershon Faulkner will be
supporting him - and
developing leaders.
Peterman also helped
Eric Green, President of
Everyone's Youth United,
Inc,, to get many of his
young leader-potential
youth to Tallahassee to
watch sessions. Also, I
would estimate that Elder
Martin Rainey and Front
Porch are happy to have
him up there to help pro
tect their state funding.
The columnist's head
ing has "Midtown crying
for more action, less
talk." So what does he
suggest?
More talk!
Peterman should get
"clear-thinking Midtown
residents" (would he find
most whites already
clear-thinking?)
and,
seemingly hat in hand,
"get an appointment to
talk with the mayor."
TALK.
And ditto for the
police chief.
We are
assured of more talk - and
they will listen. Earnest
ly! That, folks, is a rec
ommendation for "more
action." Let's step back!
Two-thirds of a cen
tury ago a succession of
mayors,
and
police
chiefs, and daily papers
plus institutions and their
heads, set up a segrega
tion district. Year after
year, decade after decade,
it has been getting low
status, less than half the
income, poorer school
ing, bum health care, on
and on.
Dumping on Midtown, and playing to a
White ACT audience to
reinforce their stereo
types, is not the answer.
This column will have a
lot to say, SPECIFICAL
LY, about this in coming
months. The daily's col
umnist is right that a lot is
needed from residents.
But most of the need
involves
commitment
and rebalancing from
outside.
Most of the
leaders outside Midtown
are still in denial, and
dangerously unwilling to
accept - or even admit their
responsibility.
White ACT accountabili
ty is shamefully lacking !
There
are
many
worthwhile efforts ongo
ing within Midtown. But
I have trouble thinking of
any solid program which
does not need FUNDING
AT 2-10 TIMES THE
CURRENT
LEVEL.
Front Porch, the Urban
League, and several oth
ers fit here.
Mayor Rick Baker is
not the key problem - but
support for him from out
side must be a real prob

lem. The " Midtown pro
blem" is really not a mys
tery. Decades of low
income, poor schooling,
low status, cheap labor,
second- and third-rate
opportunities, etc. - all
relate.
The local daily's col
umnist is neither helpful
nor very relevant. Dump
ing on people needs to be
replaced by a much better
job of inspiring, of show
ing truth about open
doors.
Where people
have been short-changed
they need help for catch
up, rebalancing, and a
clear commitment against
American Racism.
(Note: Addie Will
iams, please get me a cor
rect phone number!)
Fenn Ellery, ACT (727) 866-2540. Email:
patnfenn® aol.com

Prayer Breakfast Nourishes
Body and Soul--------------------------

I

THIS &
THAT

I

(823-6092)

j

H by Mabel Cooper

Cheryl Johnson-Tindall,
president of the St.
Petersburg Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta, Inc.
photos by Bill Thomas

City Councilman James Bennett presented the
Sunshine Ambassador Proclamation to Rev. Callie
Johnson-Matthews, guest speaker for the breakfast

(Fenn Ellery is a resident of
St. Petersburg, and, is a member
of AAVREC, the AfricanAmerican Voter Research and
Education Committee,
and
CUSP, Citizens United in Shared
Prosperity.)

The Gibbs High School Gospel Choir performed several selections.
ST.PETERSBURG - come to the audience. Dr. Round," "Love and HappiThe first Saturday morning Paulette C. Walker, Sou ness," and "What’s Love
of May 2003 will be re thern Regional Director, Got to do With It?" She
membered by those in was in attendance and. stated that the "lack of
attendance as an inspira brought greetings on be love, specifically, Christian
- HIRES tional day of nourishment. half of the sorority’s Na love has everything to do
There is no secret to
It was on that day that tional Office and Southern with it."
success. Better social con
Delta
Sigma Theta Soror Region. City Councilman
Johnson-Matthews,
ditions come by way of
James Bennett also extend who was presented with
ity,
Inc.
held
its
Fourth
proper education, respon
Annual Prayer Breakfast at ed greetings on behalf of the Sunshine Ambassador
sibility and integrity.
Proclamation by Council
the downtown Hilton and the City of St. Petersburg.
Low or no moral val
Margie Senior gave the man Bennett, also remind
provided its guests with
ues lead to a lower level of
food for physical nourish occasion and Minister ed the audience that actions
life, whereas higher moral
ment, the Spoken Word for Brenda Cobb gave the speak louder than words,
values will lead to a higher
spiritual nourishment and invocation. The scripture therefore, "let us be encou
level of life.
musical
entertainment for was taken from I Corin raged to inspire other posi
Those who care to live
thians 13th chapter and tively by actions based on
cultural nourishment.
in a better world make
was read by Minister Christian love."
The
event
’
s
theme,
themselves a better person
The Prayer Breakfast
"Brothers
and
Sisters
In

Jeanya
McCoy. Milton
by accepting a relationship
spiring
Each
Other Bailey and Voices of Praise committee was led by
with God, allowing His
provided musical selec Chairperson Sandra R.
Through
Christian
Love,"
views to shape their lives
was chosen to encourage tions. The Gibbs Gospel Fletcher and co-chairs
instead of the views of
acts of kindness and posi Choir, under the direction Linda Mack-Bivens and
man.
tive deeds based on the of Director Cody Clark and Dr. Yvonne Williams.
principles of Christian his assistant, Ann Hadley, Fletcher extended special
performed several soul recognition
major
love.
*
%
Sister Dianne Hughes, stirring selections that had corporate and business
Challenger
a gospel radio personality, the audience on their feet. supporters of the Alumnae
thanks Republic
served as Mistress of Cere And the Mount Zion Pro Chapter.
Plaques were present
mony and kept the program gressive Inspirational Dan
Bank for their
moving on a high note with cers provided a moving ed to Dee Lee of Satti’s
contribution,
her selection, "I Am Re rendition to "Total Praise" Club, Valerie Hendrix of
benefiting stu
by Richard Smallwood. AmSouth Bank, Roy
deemed."
dents at Melrose
Cheryl Johnson-Tin The guest musician for the James of Prudential Insur
Elementary.
dall, president of the St. morning was Keith Flour ance, and Maria Scruggs
Weston of St. Anthony’s
Petersburg Alumnae Chap noy.
Evelyn Gardner of the Wellness. Certificates were
ter, gave a heartfelt welSt. Petersburg Alumnae also presented to all pro
Chapter introduced the gram participants. Yvonne
speaker, the Rev. Callie Williams and Delta Sigma
Johnson-Matthews, pastor Theta President JohnsonDistributor/Fashion Consultant
of the Asbury United Tindall ended the program
Methodist Church of Jes with acknowledgements
3409 - 16th Avenue South
and closing remarks.
sup, Maryland.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 439-2082 or (727) 432-7329 ‘
The members of Delta
She started her mes
sage by taking the audience Sigma Theta extend their
Min. Moses Green and Sis. Mary Green
down a memory lane of thanks to the public for
Ladies Church Hats and Suits songs that had "love" in the their continuous support of
including:
title, such as "Love is a their fund-raising efforts
Mr. John Classic, Mr. D’s,
Many Splendored Thing," and community service
iTim Crawford, Brenda Bolling,
"Love Makes the World Go projects.

GREEN’S MARY ANN
AFRICAN STYLES

DonnaVinci, Ben Marc,
She’s Line, Lisa Rene and more...

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger!

■
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

i

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

i

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you

I
I

overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I’m doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.

- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

i

i
i

i
i
i
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HAPPY MOTHER’S
DAY, FRIENDS!
Happy Mother’s Day
to all mothers, mamas,
mommies, mother dears
and all other women who
“raised” children and those
who are still rearing chil
dren that you , didn’t
birth...whatever the title,
they and “love” differ Only
in name for the happiness
they bring is one and the
same.
Life is short, and there
is nothing worse than feel
ing that it is “too late.” This
is for those children...and
“moms.”
I could have been kin
der, it’s,easy to see.
I could have made time
for just you and me.
You taught me a lesson
I’ll share it if I may.
There are no second
chances, so make use of to
day.
Go to your loved ones.
Tell them you care.
Don’t be put off; they
won’t always be there.
It may not be easy, it
may not seem right.
But I guarantee you’ll
sleep better tonight.
, I hope my poem will
help someone reach out to
a loved one. You never
know if you will get the
chance again.
It delivers a powerful
message.
HAPPY MOTHER’S
DAY!

YOU ALL COME,
YAHEAR?
Veteran of Foreign
Wars Ladies Auxiliary cor
dially invites you, you and
especially you to witness
the installation of new offi
cers to the Charles “King”
Tutson Post #10174 on
Saturday, May 10, at 11:00
a.m. The Post is located at
1780 - 49th Street S., St.
Petersburg.
Also, you are cordially
invited to visit the Post
Mondays through Sundays
6:00 p.m. until the wee
hours.
For your listening and
dancing pleasure, D.J. is
there with “oldies but still
goodies” music on Friday
nights.
The hall is available
for rentals by dialing (727)
323-0024.
Keep
in
mind...no rentals to any
one under 21 years of age,
positively no drugs, no
firearms and no rude con
duct will be tolerated.
VISIT OLD STOMPING
GROUND
Former resident Fred
nell Williams on May 5
“planed” her way to her
home in Suitland, MD, via
US Air. Genial Frednell
spent seven days in her old
hometown as guest of her
mother, Addie Williams,
and brother in Graham
Apts, on 9th St. South. Ac
cording to Frednell, in
1949, following her gradu
ation from Gibbs High

School, she attended How
ard University. In 1954,
she traded the south for the
northern climate and the
good life in the big cities.
She lives in Maryland and
has worked for the past 29
years with the, State Dept.
Now, she has called it
quits, and will, and is tak
ing her ease as a,“ladyof
leisure.”
While here, she en
joyed many events with her
family, friends and class
mates. She also said she
just couldn’t get around to
see and visit everyone in
one week. She plans (to
come back later in the, ypar
and will take up where she
left off.
*****
CORRECTION
For those friends who
could not contact our
friend, Juanita Moore, of
our town who is ailing in
Boonton, NJ, at the home
of her brother, this is the
correct address: 50 Rocklane, Boonton, NJ 07005,
c/o Jack Freeman, Tele
phone no.: (973) 263-8322.
AND NOW A BIT OF
HUMOR
Dear readers:
I thought this was so
good. More people should
see it. It’s written in a halfteasing way, but there’s a
lot of tnim in it.
Dear church members:
Don’t wait until the hearse
hauls you to church. If you
do:
1. You will go, regard
less of the weather.
2. You will go, regard
less of the condition of
your body.
3. There will be beauti
ful flowers there, but you
won’t see or enjoy them.
4. You will go, regard
less of how your family
feels.
5. The minister may
say many good things? but

they will do you nq good.
6. There will be beauti
ful music, but you won’t
hear it.
7. There will be heart
felt prayers, but they will
not touch your heart.
8. There will be friends
and relatives there, but you
won’t worship with them?
9. You will go, no mat

ter how many hypocrites
are there.
10. You will go, no
matter how much you ar^
needed at home'or at work.
11. You will receive no
blessing from the services.
12. You won’t feel con
cerned about your clothes.
13. You will never
have to decide about at
tending church again. '
Aren’t you glad to be
alive and well and full of
zest and able to choose to
go to church?
***
Signing off with that
thought in mind, I wish

all ofyou a HAPPY

MOTHER’S DAY

STAY LOOSE!

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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RECOLLECTIONS

by Frances Pinckney

Spring and Spiritual
Renewal-------------------
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tions of “babying” the
boys, but, on the other
hand, when a good play is
made by a boy or girl, they
jump up and down and
yell, “Look at.my baby!”
That very day my daughter
called and said, “You
missed your baby’s home
run!”
Yes, spiritual renewal
can be found in the magic
of spring in a garden,
among a sisterhood of
young mothers at a base
ball game and, most assur
edly, at a Mother/Daughter
Luncheon among Christian
women of all ages holding
high the banner of mother
hood and the “phenome-1
nalness” of Black wom
ankind!

Limbo Night

Haynes from pg. 1
ronment.
Others
elected:
Thomas "Tom" G. Dabney
II of Sarasota was elected
chair. Dabney is the owner
of Gulf Coast Property
Services, Inc. and a partner
in Hi Hat Ranch. Janet D.
Kovach of Riverview was
elected secretary. Kovach

is the community affairs
specialist for CF Indus
tries, Inc. Ahd Margarita
"Maggie" N. Dominguez
of Tampa was elected
treasurer. Dominguez is
vice president of Tech
nology and Support Ser
vices for Tampa Electric
Company.
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Inspiration

RAMBLING
"Yesterday has gone, forget
it. Today is here, use it.

Tomorrow may not come, So

' '

don't wait on it."

Jr

____ 31SrMORE UNIQUE WAYS
TO MAKE MONEY
BOARDING HOUSE!
If you have a large
house with more rooms
than you need, you’re a
candidate for a boarding
house. Rooms can be fur
nished inexpensively with
used furniture. You might
furnish a recreation room
in the basement with ping
pong tables and a shuffle
board, although these
aren’t necessary. Many
boarding houses serve
breakfast and supper - buy
groceries from a whole
saler. With your profits,
buy another large house,
and you’re on your way to
a profitable business. Peo
ple that have made a great
deal of money in this busi
ness say that it is more
profitable to sell a board
ing house than run it. Buy
ers are happy to step in ahd
take over the rent pay
ments for a successfullygoing house.

896-2152
by Charles Howard
the Mets had won the
World Series over the Bal
timore Orioles - one of the
great moments ih New
York sports history. (To be
cont’d.)
“Nothing gives one per

son so much advantage
over another as to remain

always cool and unruffled

under all circumstances.”

(T. Jefferson)
*1* *1* jj. *1*
UNTIL NEXT WEEK,
JUMP TO IT!

We Welcome
You To
Submit
Your Articles
of Interest
to the
Community
(along with
pictures).

z&

And now it’s that time of

the week when we share
newsy tidbits with you,

SCOTTIE
iiilW ■ ■ ■ ■■»
Bail Bonds

past and present.

2523 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FI. 33711

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
May 8 - Gerri Higden;
May 9 through 14 - Sue
Johnson, Shirley Newsome, Harvey Williams,
Alvin R. Hatcher and
Allen B. Hatcher, Daisy
Gil liAUTi, Dalvih McClen
don, Kenitra Robinsbn,'’
Annie Baker, John Leo
Flowers, Kelsin Robinson,
Valarie Neal, Charles
Lang, Linda Mathis, Elli
Hetli, Emma Watts, Kim
Donaldson, Dr. Walter L.
Smith, Julius Green, Eric
Green and La Dai Delbria
Haywood.
1952 GRADUATE
Ed (Gum) Charles had
stated that his first impor
tant lesson he had learned
was from his football
coach at Gibbs High
School in St. Petersburg,
N.L. Brown, when we
were sophomores in 1950.
The coach had sent him in
to punt, he recalled. “The
act of kicking the ball
when dropped from the
hand before it touches the
ground. Ed got the snap,
looked up and saw all
these huge linemen com
ing at him. He says he
never looked at the ball just kicked and missed it
completely,” he says. It
was the most embarrassing
thing he’d ever done. But
the coach patted him on
the back and said, “Don’t
worry, you’ll get another
chance to make good - and
he did!”
Two years later, in
1952, we were seniors.
Gibbs team went undefeat
ed and won the State Class
A Championship. Ed
Charles was the quarter
back.
Ed Charles played 16
seasons, nine in the big
leagues, with Kansas City
and the Mets, ending with
a 263 lifetime batting aver
age. In 1969 Ed retired as
an active player, days after

from pg. 1 ---------------tion her bargain prices to
customers; hats start at
$35, suits begin at $40.
Glancing around, cus
tomers will also notice the
inspiring African prints
that Heaven offers, cour
tesy of *her friend, Bo
Norwood.
Originally
hailing
from Kingston, Jamaica,
Heaven’s been busy creat
ing designs since she was
little. "I grew up in’a
church where we had to
where hats," she explains.
"I figured if you had to
where it you might as well
be cute about it." Hea
ven’s move to the States
came after meeting a guy,
she admits with a laugh,
referring to her husband.
"From there, it was histo
ry," she adds, chuckling.
Sheridaj was a product
of inspiration. Although
she sold her hat designs to
family and friends on the
side, her primary job was
working in the welfare
department with the State
of Florida. After 12 _
years, she finally had a
change of philosophy.
" When I got my check for
annual leave and sick
leave," Heaven explained,
"I thought, ‘What am I
going to do with it?’ When

M

(787)383-1110
(787) 387-6935

the idea came to start sell
ing suits with her hats, she
says, "It was like - bingo!"
Heaven’s
husband,
Douglas, had constantly
urged her to look into the
open space available at the
Maxi Mall plaza. This past
New Year’s Eve, Heaven
did just that, driving by
with a friend of hers. She
was moved by her own
determination. "I said to
my girlfriend, ‘This is it.’
On the second of January, I
called the [owner], and on
the fifth of January, I
signed the lease, and I
opened my doors on the
first Saturday in Febru
ary...and I never looked
back." With only about
$12,000 in start-up money,
Heaven was able to open
Sheridaj.
The success keeps
coming. Not only was this
Easter a busy one for
Heaven, but she recently
participated as Mt Zion
A.M.E. Church’s Women
of Power ministry spon
sored their 7th Annual
Mother/Daughter
Lun
cheon and Fashion Show.
The event took place at
Wildwood
Community
Center last weekend; with
the help of seven models,
Heaven displayed several
hat and suit designs in her
first established fashion
show.

Heaven’s friend Alice
Davis became a first-time
customer at the boutique
after seeing the fashion
show at Wildwood. Form
er co-workers together for
the State, Davis was un
aware of her friend’s tal
ents until she caught the
fashion event. "The show
was beautiful," Davis re
marks. "I was very impressed."
With a renewed sense
of confidence, Heaven will
be running a sidewalk
fashion show of her own at
Sheridaj’s this Saturday,
May 10. It’s an experience
she’s readily anticipating.
For her, all of it has been a
very rewarding feeling.
She credits her family and
her pastors, Randy and
Paula White of Without
Walls Church in Tampa as
keeping her inspired.
"They all kept telling me,
‘You can do it," she says.
For Heaven, the shop has
come to represent a culmi
nation of her own dreams
and determination. "Som
etimes I just stand here and
think about having this
place," says Heaven, "and
I’m thankful to have come
this far."
For more information
about Sheridaj’s upcoming
fashion show and regular
store hours, contact Sharon
Heaven at (727) 864-9327.

Parallel Lives Premieres----------- ST. PETERSBURG The world premiere of
Paratlel Lives, a dramati
zation of the essays of St.
Petersburg Times colum
nist Bill Maxwell and nov
elist Beverly Coyle, will
make its world premiere
on May 23 at American
Stage, 211 Third Street
South in St. Petersburg.
The play, which runs
May 23-June 15, is based
on the true life events of
two Florida teenagers
caught in a changing world
of racial acceptance and
persecution in the 1950s
and 1960s. The two actors
of the production are
Deborah Mayo and Robert
Colston. American Stage
will have have audience
feedback and discussion of
the ’play following per
formances on May 25, 29,

Bill Maxwell and Beverly Coyle
photo courtesy of FlaVour Magazine

20 and June 5, 8, 12 and
13.
The
shows
run
Wednesday and Thursday
at 7:30 p.m., Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m., and
Saturday and Sunday mati
nees at 3 p.m. There will
be no Saturday matinee on

Happy Mother’s Day!
tliose who fiare beep a

ife is invaluable!

The Weekly Challenger welcomes your Letter to the
Editor. Please mail to: The Weekly Challenger,
2500 M.L.King St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
..

DO YOU LIKE
FRESH SHRIMP?
HOW ABOUT
TENDER SCALLOPS?

The Weekly Challenger thanks Badcock
Furniture, the Verizon Foundation,

and the Tampa Bay D-Rays for their

contributions benefiting students at
John Hopkins Middle, Gibbs High,

May 24. Tickets are $20
for matinees, $24 for
weekday evenings, and
$28 for Friday and
Saturday evenings. Call
the box office at (727)
823-PLAY for tickets.

Boca Ciega High, St. Petersburg High,

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

and Academy Prep.

MARKET & RESTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327-8309
— -328-8309...
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ,.. Gone Fishin ,

Bayfront

WE THOUGHT SO!!!
SCALLOP & SHRIMP
COMBO DINNER $9.99
INCLUDES COLESLAW,

CORNPUPS, CHOICE OF
FRIES OR RICE PILAF

WHERE THE LOCALS BUY .. . FOR OVER 21 YEARS

H Y S I C IA N
REFERRAL

Accept WontwiA (fompeMMtiMM & T>*773

SERVICE
Patricia Williams
MA15717

(727) 895-DOCS

We Specialize Also In:
• Weight Loss Body Wraps
• Lymphatic Facials
• Sports Massage
• Carpal Tunnel
• Fibromyalgia

H.T. Wellness & Massage Center
NEUROMUSCULARMASSAGE
NUTRITION & RELAXATION MASSAGE

328-7600

3 6 2 7

3727 Central Avenue
LIC. #MM005879
FAX 328-8869

Hr

• Free and confidential service
• Referrals to physicians in more
than 30 medical specialties
• Referrals made based on your
needs and preferences
www.bayfroiit.org

M

•••-WWWir
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years
reasons

Reason number 6;
Bachelor's degrees
SPC offers bachelor's degrees
in Education, Nursing and
Technology Management.
SPC also offers:
• Associate in Arts degree
• Associate in Science degrees
• Certificate programs

3H
9
HP

Whether you're looking for a new
career or updating job skills, SPC
has more options for you.

A

V

iSP

Enroll now!
Classes start May 19.
H (727) 341-4SPC
www.spcollege.edu

St. Petersburg College
Excellence in education since 1927

-

ENTERTAINMENT
Hip-Hop Summit Sets Goal to Register
20 Million Voters for National
Campaign to Transform America--------DETROIT — Russell
Simmons, Dr. Benjamin
Chavis and the Hip-Hop
Summit Action Network
(HSAN) reported historic
results in the aftermath of
the recent Detroit Hip-Hop
Summit.
The largest Hip-Hop
Summit ever drew over
17,000 participants in the
Detroit Hip-Hop Summit's
panel discussions
Cobo
Arena, Poetry Slam at St.
Andrews' Hall, Hip-Hop
Concert at the State
Theater and the official
Summit reception at the
Detroit Historical Museum.
The Honorable Kwame
Kilpatrick, Detroit's 32yeap-old (hip-hop) mayor,

at

along with Grammy and
Oscar Award winning
Detroit native Eminem and
Clear Channel's premier
hip-hop radio station FM98
WJLB joined with the HipHop
Summit
Action
Network to co-host the
Detroit Hip-Hop Summit
during the Detroit branch
of thyNAA^P's Freedom
Weekend. ;
Some of the leading

hip-hop icons, moguls and
artists traveled from across
the nation to deliberate and
commit to an action agenda
on issues ranging from
voter registration, commu
nity economic develop
ment, supporting public
education and expanding
career opportunities in the
recording industry. Joining.
Simmons and Eminem for
the Summit's panel discus
sions were Nas, Reverend
Run, Doug E. Fresh,
Noreaga, DI2, the DOC,
MC Serch, T3 of Slum
Village, Cherub and Red
Cafe, Play of Kid n' Play
and Obie Trice. The
Summit Concert featured
the Def Jam Vendetta Tour
with
Method
Man,
Redman, and Noreaga,
Cherub and Red Cafe,
Slum Village and Shady
Records' Obie Trice and
DI2, along with the first
concert appearance by the
DOC in fourteen years.
Chavis, President of
the Hip-Hop Summit
Action
Network,
announced the launch of
the national voter registra

tion and education program
entitled, "Hip-Hop Team
Vote." The goal of the pro
gram is to register 20 mil
lion new voters, four mil
lion per year over the next
five years, primarily from
the 18-30 year old age
group, throughout the
United States. The official
website where youth can
join HSAN's "Hip-Hop
Team Vote" and become an
active Team member in the
national registration and
voter education project is
www.hiphopsummitactiohnetwork.org.
"We are making better
citizens of youth through
hip-hop and the Detroit
Hip-Hop Summit, with the
presence of hip-hop Mayor
Kwame Kilpatrick, exem
plifies what we should now
replicate in many other
cities throughout the coun
try," declared Russell
Simmons.
Special presentations
were made at the Summit
by
Congresswoman
Maxine Waters (D-CA.)
and
by
former
Congressman
Walter

Fauntroy (D-DC), who
both encouraged the youth
to transfer the strength of
their cultural impact into
political empowerment.
A highlight of the Detroit
Hip-Hop Summit was the
presentation of national
awards to Nas and Eminem
for outstanding contribu
tions to youth empower
ment. Nas was awarded the
National Heroes Award for
the powerful and positive
impact
his hit song and
video, "I Can."
Eminem was given the
National
Outstanding
Achievement Award for his
charitable work and sup
port of youth in Detroit and
in other cities.
"What we saw at the
Detroit Hip-Hop Summit
was more than a glimpse of
a new Detroit...what we
really saw was a powerful
image of a new America
being transformed by the
youthful action of the hiphop community," added
Chavis.
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THERE IS ONLY ONE RACE IN THIS
WORLD - THE HUMAN RACE

SPECIAL

PREVIEW

Saturday, May 10th. • 10:00 AM Until

New Book Offers an Eye-Opening Look
at the African-American Corporate
Experience from 32 Business
Trailblazers-------—----------------------------------"The subtext of black
executives ’ experiences
from 1965 to today is the
enormous progress corpo
rate America has already
made. At the same time, it
obvious how much work
remains to be done.
‘Cracking the Corporate
Code’will speed up the for
ward momentum, because
the message is so clear and
the logic so compelling.
We are on a journey to a
very good place, and all
America will reap the
rewards."
Steve Reinemund, CEO,
PepsiCo, Inc., from the
foreword
Nearly forty years have
passed since the Civil
Rights
Act
outlawed
oppressive notions about
the "place" of AfricanAmerican employees in the
workplace.
Despite
decades of social progress,
legal reform, and corporate
diversity
initiatives,
African-Americans still
struggle for acceptance,
respect, and fairness while
striving to succeed in the
business world. More than
a few men and women of
color, however, have pre
vailed to enjoy long, pow
erful, and fulfilling careers
in corporate America. In
fact, over a quarter of a
million African-Americans
are thriving in managerial
and executive positions at
American Express, BP,
Chrysler, GE, Kraft, Sears,
Verizon, and many other
prominent
companies
nationwide.
What propelled these

is

men and women to seize
new career opportunities?
How did they overcome
obstacles, from isolation to
outright prejudice? How
can their experiences and
convictions - about hard
work, confidence, determi
nation, discipline,' at posi
tive attitude, and more guide and inspire others
outside the white; male
majority? Through cele
brating business pioneers
of the 20th century,
Cracking The Corporate
Code: The Revealing
Success, Stories, ;of 32
African-Am e^i can
Executives (AMACOM;
May 1, 2003; $24.95, hard
cover) speaks directly to
the challenges facing peo
ple of color and young
women today. Drawing on
candid, in-depth interviews
with
African-American
business managers and
leaders, diversity' experts
Price M. Cobbs and Judith
L. Turnock offer realistic
advice and a wealth of
lived wisdom for "reading"
unwritten rules, building a
network of inside support,
acquiring and wielding
power - in short, . every
thing it takes to succeed in
corporate America without
sacrificing personal or cul
tural identity.
Reflecting on the con
tributions of the 32 men
and women who offer the
benefits of their battles, the
authors attest:
"Their
resilience and their ability
to achieve despite” being
belittled, to seek accept
ance despite rejection, to

be loyal despite few if any
rewards or appreciation, to
uncover profound joy in
disappointment, enrich us
individually and as a socie
ty. In the achievements of
these African-Americans,
we glimpse America’s true
promise. They challenge
all of us to acknowledge
their struggle and the depth
of their commitment to
their heritage and our coun
try-"
With striking honesty
and insight, the corporate
executives share how they
overcame biases against
their race or gender,
learned to navigate ambi
guity, "fit in" yet "pushed
back" when necessary,
mustered the courage to
make their mark, managed
difficult relationships with
subordinates, peers, and
bosses of different back
grounds and conflicting
views, and found support
ers. Through enlightening
discussions of critical top
ics, readers will meet an
array of remarkable people,
including:
• W. Frank Fountain
(b.1944,
Brewton,
Alabama), who grew up on
a sharecropper farm in the
segregated South, served
time in the Peace Corps,
and is now senior vicfe
president of government*
affairs at Chrysler.
• Carolyn H. Byrd (b.
1948, Miami, Florida),
who spent an interim semi
nar teaching elementary
school in Chicago and then
decided to pursue an MBA
instead.
Beginning her

Jazz at the Hickman Theatre--------------- —

SHERIDAJ

GULFPORT- The Al
Downing Tampa Bay Jazz
Association proudly pres
ents
the
Grammy
Nominated Dan McMillon
Jazz Orchestra in concert at
the Hickman Theatre,
Bayshore Boulevard in

Designer Hats & Suits
z
z
JF

Snjoy

Gulfport on Sunday, May
18, 2003, 2:00 to 4:00 pm.
Trumpet playing leader
■
4
Dan McMillon, formerly
with the Woody Herman
orchestra, and his 16 piece
orchestra performs from
such diverse composers as

Maynard Ferguson, Count
Basie, Duke Ellington,
Stan Kenton, Miles Davis
and John Coltrane. They
have performed regularly
throughout the Southeast
and have received rave
reviews on jazz stations in

• Sidewalk Models
• Prizes and Giveaways
•Special Drawinag^V
I

(Sharon L. Heaven
■
Owner

’•
•
•
•

1

finance
career
with
Citibank, she eventually
served as president of
Coca-Cola
Financial
Corporation, an approxi
mately $1 billion captive
finance company.
• Virgis W. Colbert (b.
1939,
Jackson,
Mississippi), who first
went to work on the assem
bly, line of an automotive
manufacturing plant and
now serves as executive
vice president for Miller
Brewing, responsible for
worldwide operations.
About the Authors
Price M. Cobbs, M.D.,
is a world-renowned psy
chiatrist, executive coach,
and authority on corporate
diversity. Co-author of
Black Rage and The Jesus
Bag, he has written and lec
tured extensively on the
dynamics and effects of
racism. He lives in San
Francisco.
Judith L.
Turnock, Esq., is an attor
ney and executive coach
committed to closing the
communication
gap
between Blacks and whites
and to promoting racial,
gender, and economic jus
tice. She lives in New York
City.
Both authors are long
time consultants to the
.(Executive
Leadership;
Council, which was found
ed in 1986 with 19 AfricanAmerican executives and
now boasts over 250 mem
bers, many of whom con
tributed their stories and
insights to Cracking The
Corporate Code.

''■Wai'

M.
/W

k
W/

w
% II

Sizes 8-30
*
Special Orders Available
Provide Scheduled Appointments
Lay-A-Way Available

4341 34th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(Located in Maxi Mall)
Phone & Fax: 727-864-9098
Hours:
Tuesday: 2:30pm - 6:30pm
Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat.: 11:00am - 6:30pm
Closed Sunday & Monday

MOFFITT

the U.S. and Europe.
McMilion promises
two hours of solid high
quality, straight-ahead jazz
to all the jazz aficianados
of the Tampa Bay area.
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WOMAN’S WORLD
Earp Appointed EEOC Vice Chair
WASHINGTON, DC Naomi C. Earp was recent
ly sworn in as a member of
the U.S. Equal Employ
ment Opportunity Com
mission (EEOC), serving
in the capacity of Vice
Chair. She will fill the
remainder of a five-year
term expiring July 1, 2005.
“Our new Vice Chair is
no stranger to the commis
sion, having served! here
earlier in her career,” said
EEOC Chair Cari Domin
guez. “Naomi brings to the
agency a wealth of EEO

expertise, as well as handson leadership and manage
ment experience. She has a
strong track record in pro
moting diversity in both the
private and federal sectors.
My fellow commissioners
and I extend a warm wel
come to a new Vice Chair
and look forward to her
contributions.”
Earp’s experience in
promoting diversity and
EEO includes a series of
progressively responsible
leadership positions in the
federal government with

various agencies, including
the National Institute of
Science and Technology,
the National Institute of
Health, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation and
the l/.S. Department of
Agriculture.
At NIH, she spearhead
ed
development of a
world-class diversity initia
tive and a nationally recog
nized Alternative Dispute
Resolution program. Earp
also served as an Attorney
Adviser at the EEOC dur
ing the mid-1980s. In addi

the

tion, she has worked as an
independent
consultant
providing services to pri
vate employers and public
agencies on a variety of
employment-related issues
and programs.
Earp’s
educational
background includes a law
degree from Catholic Uni
versity, a master’s degree
in education from Indiana
University and a bachelor’s
degree from Norfolk State
University.

Miss Florida Scholarship Pageant
Tickets on Sale------- ----------- -----------ST. PETERSBURGTickets for the Miss Florida
Scholarship Pageant at the
Mahaffey Theater for the
Performing Arts wilI be on
sale Friday, May 9, at
10:00 a.m. at the Bayfront
Center Box Office.
The
Pageant
is

Wednesday, June 25Saturday, June 28. Ticket
prices are $15 for Wednes
day and Thursday perform
ances, $30 for Friday per
formance and $45 for
Saturday performance.
The Bayfront Center
Box Office is located at

400 First Street South in
downtown St. Petersburg.
Box Office hours are
Monday - Saturday 10:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and 90
minutes prior to most per
formances. Tickets are also
available at all TicketMaster Outlets. To charge by

phbne, call TicketMaster at
(813) 287-8844 or (727)
898-2100.
For more information,
call the Bayfront Center
Box Office at (727)8925767. Tickets may be sub
ject tb a nominal service
charge.

There Is A Reason To Read
The Weekly Challenger

STATE NEWS
Pharmacy Students Rise to the
Challenge in Community Service
TALLAHASSEE
The combined efforts of
101 committed Florida
A&M University (FAMU),
College of Pharmacy and
Pharmaceutical Sciences
(COPPS) students pay off
in community service. The
PharmD Graduating Class
of 2003 completed more
than 26,281 hours of com
munity service. This Com
munity and Outreach Pro
gram of the COPPS not
only meet a requirement
for graduation but address
an opportunity for students
to serve the communities in
which they complete their
internship. The 26,281
hours of volunteer service

equated to the average sal
ary of a Pharmacist, totals
$1,010,808.
Each of the members
of the pharmacy class of
2003 completed more than
200 hours each of commu
nity service. In several
cases, students completed
over 500 hours each in pro
viding assistance to com
munity based organiza
tions. Among the organiza
tions served include the
Greenwood Leflore Hospi
tal,
Greenwood,
MS,
Bowen East Head Start
Program, Lanett, AL,
Savannah Place Senior
Center, Savannah, GA, the
Department of the Navy,

Naval Hospital/VA (Vet
eran Administration) Out
patient Clinic, Jackson
ville, the James Haley VA
Hospital, Tampa, Leon
County Public Library, the
Shelter, FAMU DRS (De
velopment
Research
School), the Mary Brogan
Center, the Goodwood Mu
seum, the American Red
Cross, the Y.M.C.A. of
Tallahassee, to name a few.
Henry Lewis III, Dean
of the FAMU College of
Pharmacy and Pharmaceu
tical Sciences indicated:
“We are extremely proud of
the community outreach
services provided by our
pharmacy students.” “They

demonstrate in very tangi
ble ways their commitment
to giving back to communi
ties around the state of
Florida,” Lewis further
said.
Community service be
comes a part of the stu
dent’s permanent records at
the university. Their tran
scripts also reflect the num
ber of hours of volunteer
service they provided. The
college has operated the
Community Outreach and
Volunteer Services pro
gram for the past four
years.

FAMU Crowned National Champion at
14th Annual National Academic
Challenge
TALLAHASSEE - A
team of students from Flor
ida A&M
University
(FAMU) in Tallahassee
emerged as the National
Champion at the 2003
Honda Campus All-Star
Challenge (HCASC), an
academic
competition
among the best and bright
est students at the nation's
Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCUs)
today in Orlando.
Winning a best twoout-of-three game series
against South Carolina
State University, FAMU
showcased their skills and
intellect by quickly and
accurately answering 10point "toss-up" questions
and 20-30 point bonus
questions on world history,
science, literature, religion,
the arts, social sciences,
popular
culture
and
African-American history
and culture.
More than 320 college
students from 64 HBCUs
across the country compet

ed in the three-day tourna only the final four teams
ment for more than remain.
$300,000 in institutional
FAMU's team includ
grants. Nearly 100 HBCU ed: Capitan Jeffery D.
presidents,
educators, Rogers Jr., a Senior major
alumni and community ing in Business Admin
volunteers attended the istration from Pensacola
event, themed "Friends for and players Alonzo Bran
Life," to support the partic don Alexander, a Junior
ipating students.
majoring in Physics from
As the HCASC Nation Raleigh, NC; Jonathan
al Champion, FAMU takes Daniel Evans a Junior ma
home a $50,000 grant, joring ih Psychology from
while runner-up South Morgantown, WV; and
Carolina State University Michael Ghebrebrhan a
wins a $25,000 grant. Re Senior majoring in Physics
maining teams earn grants from Jacksonville. Alter
ranging from $3,000 to nate was Kevin J. Johnson,
$15,000.
a Junipr majoring in Phy
In addition to winning sics from Durham, NC.
institutional grants, the The team was coached by
competition gives HCASC Dr. Vivian L. Hobbs from
students the chance to exer Tallahassee.
cise teamwork and estab
In addition to FAMU
lish long-term relationships and South Carolina State
through unique networking University, students from
forums. Over the three-day Alabama A&M University
period, the initial field of and Alcorn State Univer
64 teams is pared down to sity also demonstrated their
16 teams, which then par academic prowess by mak
ticipate in a single-elimina ing it to the final four.
tion playoff round until
"HCASC provides an

opportunity for students to
grow academically and
come together as competi
tors, but leave as friends
who are richer and more
confident from the experi
ence." said Eric Conn, as
sistant vice president of
National Advertising for
American Honda Motor
Co., Inc. "Honda is proud
to provide a platform for
such growth."
The Honda Campus
All-Star Challenge is the
only competition of its kind
and was established by
American Honda Motor
Co., Inc., in 1989. Since the
inception of the program,
more than 15,000 HBCU
students have participated,
and Honda has awarded
nearly $3.5 million in
grants to HBCUs to im
prove campus life through
facility improvements and
increasing academic re
sources.

Students Graduate Education Funded by NIH
TALLAHASSEE
Ogechi Ikediobi, 6th year
PharmD, a student from
Florida A&M University
(FAMU), College of Phar
macy and Pharmceutical
Sciences, has been chosen
as one of 12 students na
tionwide, from a pool of
more than 300 applicants,
to be a University of Cam
bridge-National Institute of
Health (NIH) Sciences
Scholar.
As a Scholar, Ikediobi’s education will be fully
funded by NIH for a total
of 5 years. She will pursue

a Ph.D. in Pharmacogenenomics Research at the
University of Cambridge,
UK for 2 1/2 years and
complete the balance of her
research at NIH in Beth
esda, MD. Upon receipt of
this degree, she will be
among less thanlO people
in the U.S. with a com
bined PharmD/Ph.D. in this
area.
“I cannot express how
grateful I am for the oppor
tunities afforded to me as a
pharmacy student at Flori
da A&M
University.
Thanks to Dr. Sachdeva,

for believing in me and
giving me the opportunity
to work in his laboratory,
performing cutting-edge
research, presenting my
findings at numerous con
ferences, and sending me
on summer internships at
large Pharmaceutical com
panies. This in addition
to my performance during
pharmacy school, allowed
me to compete with the
likes from Ivy League Uni
versities across the nation
for this coveted position,
said Okediobi.’’
“Dr. Lewis, I want to

thank you for creating an
environment within the
college of Pharmacy that
fosters healthy competition
and for providing numer
ous research opportunities,
Ikediobi said.”
Ikediobi entourages
more minority students to
pursue careers in biomed
ical research. She men
tioned that minorities are
underrepresented in the
area
of biomedical re
search and the burgeoning
fields of genomics.

PLEASE E-MAIL YOUR ADS
TO: smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

SISTAHS SUPPORT
BREASTHEALTH
Save another woman’s life. Host a Sistah Party. These get-togethers

give women the opportunity to discover the power of early

breast-cancer detection. St. Anthony’s Health Care, serving the

African-American population for more than 70 years, will support
your Sistah Party.
As a hostess, you need to;

• Invite 5 friends or
relatives

• Provide a location
• Prepare a snack
• Follow-up with your
guests

Professional Hair Care Products
You Can Find These Products At These Locations:
ESSENTIALS'"

Carla's Hair Ah air

321-6802
|

I

Tudav's Hair

323-9445 •

Angela's Hair Saiari

I

321-4840

C & C Hair Design

1

447-3090

■ TOTAL PLRILCTION
I
321-5545

WAVES

BYDESIQN,M

|

Za-Lavar's

I

321-1930

To host a Sistah Party, call (727) 825-1056.

Center Stage Unisex Salon

L'orkel's Hair Design

■

327-4074

|

I

A Prk iou.s Touch

■
1
1

321-8146

327-3354

Robert's Hair Salgn

1

866-7070

Meme's Blalty

322-1712

StAnthows
""siALTB CAlI
www^tanthonysxom
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NORTH CENTRAL NEWS
LIGHT
OF THE
WORLD
by Rev. Daniel Banks

Jesus was made the
Propitiation of our sin. He
is the sacrificial Lamb of
G°d. Surely He has borne
©^griefs, ^e tobk all of

was really my sin that was
left naked with no place to
hide. The Roman soldiers
may have forced a platted
crown of thorns down over
the sins of the world upon the head of Christ, but in
Himself while He hung on effect they were torturing
Gafefctyrs'bross.
f the sin that has tortured you
So as they led Him' and me.
through Praetoria’s halls, it
The Jews believed they
.was not so much the Son of Were jeering and ridiculing
God that they whipped a blasphemous ingrate
beyond recognition with down the Via Dolorosa, but
the cat-o-nine-tails. It was it was my sin they accosted
jpay sin. Though they ap- all along the way to
peared to gamble for my Golgotha’s Hill! As they
Lord's coal hhd vesftiire; it nailed His hands and rivet

OCALA
NEWS

by Jim Thorpe

GREATER
HOPEWELL
Remember Mother’s
Day on Sunday, May 11.
The second Sunday in May
.is set aside to honor moth
erhood. Anna -Jarvis of
Grafton, WV, is given, rec
ognition. as being the-feuntier unvromers Day:
dent Woodrow Wilson was
Authorized to proclaim the
second Sunday as a Nation
al observance for Mother’s
Day. It is the customary tra
dition to wear a carnation white if the mother is
deceased and red if she is
living.
/REMEMBERING OUR
| TROOPS ON THE

BATTLE FIELD
' A Church Committee
has started a project to send
-care boxes” to our church
members who are in the
armed forces and are serv
ing on the battlefield as it
relates to the war with Iraq.
They are asking for dona
tions of the following to
Send: dried snack cereal,
power bars, granola bars,
Gold Bond foot powder,
Lotrimin athlete’s foot
Sjrray and cream, white
tube athletic socks, Purcell,
large baby diaper wipes, /
Kleenex (pocket size) lip
balm, decks of cards, domihoes, cribbage and other
board; games, crossword
puzzles and other word
game books, stationery,
post cards, greeting cards
and pens. For additional
information, please see
Mercedes Weather or
Gorene Brown.
*$*$$
SCOUTING
■ A character building
iumey. There will be an
dentation meeting of boys
id girls and their parents
ho are interested in a
ibtiting program '®egm-

ng at GHMBC. Parents
ust attend this meeting
ith their children who are
terested. This meeting

will be held on Friday, May
16, 6:00 p.m. in the
Fellowship Hall. For more
information contact Antho
ny Reed or LilUe Brown.

CLARION CALL FOR
YOUTH
The county-wide evan■yottdjFT’iSKewBff
ministry, “Clarion Call for
Youth” is sponsoring a rec
reational and rehgious ac
tivity on Saturday, May 17,
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. at the
Martin Luther King Jr,
Recreational Complex. Al
youth are encouraged to
come out and participate.
GHMBC MAY
CALENDAR
May 11 at 8:00 a.m. Mother’s Day Breakfast
sponsored by the Women’s
Sunday School Class #4.
Friday, May 16 at 6:00
p.m. - Scouting Meeting
for boys & girls
Friday, May 16 at 7:30
p.m. -Marion County
Branch NAACP Annual
Freedom Fund & Awards
Banquet to be held at the
Koneer Garden Club. Jor
dan Jaiya John, Ph.D., of
Siler Springs, MD, will be
the keynote speaker. For
more information contact
Loretta Pompey Jenkins.
Saturday, May 17 at
10:00 a.m. - “Clarion Call
for Youth” will sponsor a
recreational and rehgious
activity at the MLK, Jr.
Recreational Complex.
Sunday, May 18 at
4:00 p.m. - Significant pro
motions and Graduation
Celebration Program for
our youth.
Sunday, May 25 at 4
p.m. - Youth Department
Anniversary Program
Thursday, May 29 at
7:00 p.m. - Communion
Service
Saturday, May 31 at 10
a.m. - Youth Evangehst
Outreach Committee will
sponsor its first Training
Session for Youth.

ed His feet, my sin was thieves sometwo thousand
nailed to the executioner’s years ago, wouldn’t it stand
cross. As they pierced His to reason that I should
side, they poked holes in never pick them up again?
my sin and left them open What sense is there in beat
and gaping. The gall and ing a “dead horse?”
vinegar that they fed Hirn Shouldn’t I let go of my
as He thirsted on the cross hatred, ill will, unforgive
was really a bitter reward ness and other sins that
they offered to my thirsty seem to easily beset me?
sins. It was the most After what was done at
shameful and humiliating Calvary, I have no just rea
execution of that day and son to continue to sin. All
time. This is the way the out sins were expunged in
God destroyed this sins of that very hour. What sin
the world. He did it pub was not crucified? None.
licly on a tree. When Jesus Which sins escaped the
died, my sins died with cross and ran into the hill
Him. They are nailed to the side? None. Which sins
cross and I bear them no were resurrected? None.
more! It was my sin they We will have no excuse for
crucified that day! Jesus sin on the day of judgrifent
came out of the grave three because of the day of
days later, but my sin debt atonement.
is paid forever!
The Romans, at the de
Therefore, since my mand of the Jews, did not
sins were surely killed on a kill my Saviour. They
cruel cross between two killed my sins.
Looking for a house to
rent with the option to buy?
Contact Steve Smith at
625-2993 or cell 598-5370

Marion County Branch NAACP to Hold
May Mass Meeting—-——--------------—
OCALA - The month
ly Mass Meeting of the
Marion County Branch
NAACP will be held on
Sunday, May 11, at 6:45

Day celebration.
Additionally, more in
formation will be shared
about the upcoming Plati
num Freedom Fund and

BROOKSyiLLE
The pastor andmembers of
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church at
Mondqn Hill invite you to
celebrate Mothers' Day on
Sunday, May 11, by wor
shipping with us at the
1L00 a.m. service. A spe
cial program is planned by
the men of Mt. Zion with
chairpersons Sam Cook,
Robert Huggins and Calvin

Lawson. The Sons of Allen
will also participate in the
service, along with all the
other males of the church.
We had a beautiful
communion service last
Sunday,
with s Pastor
Lowery bringing the mes
sage, and the Mass Choir,
under the direction, of Min
ister of Music Fairella
Cook, furnishing the mu

sic. The Youth Ushers
were on duty to greet the
members and visitors.
Remember - you are al
ways welcome at the "little
church on Mondon Hill"
where you will leave feel
ing full of the Spirit, and
ready to go out and do
God's will. Our Church
School begins at 9:15 am.,
and Worship Service fol

UY1 CET1
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St. Petersburg, FL

SAM’S BEAUTY SALON

8&J& Osrraafe

ft®?

FREE

3600 - 18th Avenue South

20 years experience in Hair Care

lows at 11:00 a.m. Bible
Study is on Mondays at
6:30 p.m.
Have a blessed week
and remember,
"love
makes the difference."
The phone number of the
church is (352) 796-1955.
Pastor Lowery can be
reached at (727) 866-0126.

KAsh n' Karry.

•s BEAUTY SALON

Ask for Tpnv

Awards Banquet.
President Ed Tomlin
invites all members and the
genera) public to please be
in attendance.

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church

Board of Directors whose
representation
includes
public, poor and private
sectors. The agency’s pur
pose is to reduce poverty!
and help low-income indi
viduals to become self-suf
ficient in Alachua, Levy
and Marion Counties.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO:
May 1 - Lisa Cole
man, Samantha Lowe and
Jamie Gilmore, Sr.; May 4
- Jessie Swift. May 5 Rosa M. James and Inez
UNITED
Parker; May 7 - Alexis
THEOLOGICAL
Davis; May 8 - Florence
SEMINARY & BIBLE
Drummer; May 9 - Helen
COLLEGE
Sherman; May 10 Florida Extension will
Demetrius Frankhn, Dar- hold its Annual Pinkstonniece Lofton and Leroy Maeweathers
Institute
Wilkerson; May 12 - “Center Director’s Night”
Clarehce.Coleman; May 16 on May 9. Special guest
--DevenRichardson; An facilitator will be Dr. B7F.
thony Coleman and Jordon Martin, President of Untied
Woods; May 18 - Melissa Theological Seminary &
Roy, Abert Norris; May 21 Bible College in Monroe,
- Darlene Lewis; May 23 - LA. Services Begin May
Roberta Johnson; May 27 - 5-May 8 at 7:00 p.m.
Linda T. Luckey; May 28 - nightly. The Annual School
Austin Long; May 30 - Banquet will be held
Thelma Moore arid Willie Friday, May 9 at 7:00 p.m.
McGraw; May 31 - Pam at the Boys & Girls Club.
ela Andrews, Bernard
Smith, Marilyn Fluker and
L&J SUMMER FUN
Helen W. Jones
Register for L&J Sum
mer Fun Program. L&J
FREE-APPLY NOW!
Learning Center Summer
If your child will be Fun Program will begin
under five years old on or May 27. Activities will in
before September 1 of this clude movies, bowling,
year and/or you are preg swimming, pet store, arts
nant and are looking for a and crafts and field trips.
secure environment that is The program will run
safe, nurturing and engag Monday-Friday
6:00
ing to prepare your child a.m.-5:30 p.m. The cost is
for the educational experi $50 weekly.
ences to come, then HEAD
• A contest was held
Start or Early Head Start and Shamari Adams was
Program is the answer. For crowned Miss L&J Learn
more information contact ing Center and Juwam
CDS 629-0055 ext. 301, Mitchell was crowned
293 or 294.
King.
•
Graduation exer
CFCAA
cises will be held May 18
CFCAA, serving Ala- at 4:00 p.m. at Holy Band
chua, Levy and Marion Deliverance Center. For
Counties is a private non more information you may
profit, community-based call (352) 620-8977 or visit
organization operating un us at 1019 NW 10th Street.
der the leadership of a

p.m. at Baptist Theological
Seminary, NW 4thfStreet.
This meeting will pay
homage to our veterans for
the upcoming Memorial

festivity $06?

BUYONEGETONF
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Church Involvement
Month at Unity Temple
Of Truth —------------------ -Every year in the
month of May the Unity
Church host its annual
Church Involvement Mo
nth. This year's Church
Involvement Month open
ed with a passionate talk by
retired educator and com
munity leader, Vyrle Davis.
Davis spoke to over 100
members and visitors at the
morning worship service at
the church on 511 South
Prescott.
Church Involvement
Month offers members of
the church and opportunity
address the members on
church related subjects.
Davis' subject was "Our
Vision For Our Church."
He briefly talk about the
church's history. "Our
church is the first African American Unity Church in

America," said Davis.
Davis, who is also the
chairman of the board of
directors at Unity Temple
of Truth, also set a deadline
of January 2004 for their
congregation to hire a full
time pastor.
St. Petersburg native,
Sharon Stewart is sched
uled to address present her
thoughts on Mother's Day
about "mothers." Lynette
Hardy Hardy > will talk
about the "Our Children"
on May 18, and J.T. Baker
will speak on the "men's"
role in the church.
The Unity Temple of
Truth was founded by
Katherine Brooks in 1965
in St.Petersburg. Sunday
services start at 11:00 a.m.

Pentecostal Temple COGIC
"And, behold, I come
quickly; and my reward is
with me, tp give every man
according as his work shall
be" (Revelation 22:12).
The Sunday School was
buzzing,, about with the
teaching of God’s Word
and interaction from the
students. The adult lesson
was one of several on the
theme of "faith." Faith
prompts us to act on God’s
Word and the revelation we
have of Him. True faith
does not waver and causes
us to always give God
praise. God honors our
faith and rewards us
according to His perfect
will.
. )..... •
Pastor
Anderson
preached a thought-pro
voking message from
Revelation 22:12-19. The
message challenged us to

examine our lives and be
sure that we are ready for
Christ’s return; we will not
have time to change things
that are not pleasing to the
Lord when He returns. He
reminded us that we must
all give an account of our
lives and works and will be
rewarded accordingly (2
Corinthians 5:10). Prayer
was offered and we
received
the . Holy
Communion.
Pastor Anderson is
encouraging all members
to join him for the remain
der of the 21 days of fast
ing and prayer each night
from
7:00-8:00
p.m.
through Sunday, May 18th.
On Friday May 9th, we
welcome our District
Superintendent,
Elder
Willie J. Matheney, to
address the congregation.

On Wednesday; May 14th,
our District Sunday School
Supe r in t e n d ent,
Missionary Daisy Lawson,
will be addressing the con
gregation. These two ses
sions will be full services.
The community is invited
to join us and be richly
blessed in the presence of
the Lord.
The Youth
Department will have a
breakfast sale on Saturday,
May 17 from 7:00 - 11:00
a.m. and a car wash from
8:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m.
Barbecue chicken sand
wiches and soft drinks will
also be sold at the car
wash. We take this oppor
tunity to say "Happy
Mother’s Day" to all of the
mothers of Zion on your
special day.

Bethel Metropolitan
Bethel Metropolitan
invites the community to
join us for worship servic
es at 8:00 and 11:00 am,
and Sunday School at 9:30
am. The Angelic Choir,
Youth Choir and #2 Ushers
will serve. The Angelic
Choif will be observing
their anniversary.
The Missionary So
ciety is anxiously awaiting
their annual tea, Sunday,
May 18 at 4:00 pm. The tea
has been renamed The
Rosalie Moore Spring Tea,

GOD
BLESS

in memory of a longtime
faithful and , committed
member Rosalie Moore.
Family, friends and com
munity are cordially invit
ed to share with us, for this
memorable occasion.
As part of our centen
nial celebration, we will
observe Fellowship Serv
ices with our Sister church
es. The services will be
held the 2nd Monday of
each month, at 7:00 p.m.
until anniversary proper,
Sunday, September 28,

2003. The first service will
be Monday, May 12, 2003,
with
New
Hope
Missionary
Baptist
Church. Please join us and
help us celebrate 100 Years
of God’s Favor.
Bethel Metropolitan is
a friendly body with a
kaleidoscope of ministries
for all ages. If you are
looking for a church home,
we invite you to unite with
us in giving a positive
Christian witness.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
ih-M $ & -ft. v X

a.
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3455 26th Avenue South

GIVE GOD WHAT'S RIGHT

St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

Prayer Tower COGIC
“For His anger endur
eth but a moment; in His
favour is life; weeping may
endure for a night, but joy
cometh in the morning. ”
(Psalm 30:5).
Superintendent. Elder
Clarence Welch and the
Prayer Tower COGIC
church family welcome
you with open arms to wor
ship with us at any time.
We encourage your contin
ual patronage, love, fellow
ship and support of our
church. Remember that
Prayer Tower is the tower
of power, so you will be
uniquely blessed!
Mother’s Day Lun

Pastor Joseph Gordon
and the Pleasant Grove
Church family invite you
to worship with them on
Sunday, May 11.
Choir #2 will render
Song Service, and Usher
Board #2 will serve in the
7:00 a.m. Early Morning
Worship Service.
Sunday School begins
at 9:30 a m. with Superin
tendent Deacon Philip
Carter presiding.
Mid-morning worship
begins at 10:50 a.m. Choir
#2 and the Angelic Choir
will render Song Service,
and Usher Board #2 will
serve.
Also, Baptist Training
Union and new member
orientation will be held at
5:00 p.m. Dessie Marshall
is President.
The Bible Drill Team

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Rev. Joseph Gordon

AWANA - 7:00 P.M

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

" Church of The Open Door -

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

"100 Years of God’s Favor"

2003

Bible Holiness. Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry . .................. .. . . . . . ..................... .. . ............... team BVard. Nesbitt
FinandS^Ministry .
. . . .
Rtersrri
Children & Youth Ministry ....... . . . . . . . . .......... . . . . Joys R±mm
Clerk Ministry . . . ... . .:. . . . ..................... ., . .'j . . Wyvonnia McGee
A "A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People" ‘

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

1
2

(727)327-0789

1

Sunday School - 9:30 AM
Sunday Worship Services - 11:00 AM

Ordained Missionary
Johnnie. Mae Howard
Catt: 727 895-5239

Food Bank Open Wednesday - 9:30 AM -1:00 PM FREE BREAD

Mid-Week Prayer Services Wednesday -11:00 AM -12:00 AM
Bible Study Thursday - 7:00 PM

A ‘Woman After
(fod’s
Own Heart...

Sunday School............. .. .... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

Rev. Alfonzo Bush
Pastor/Teacher &
Gail D. Bush
Wife/First Lady

Cattfor Trayers &
‘Testimonies

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

We welcome you at all times.

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727)327-8560

9:00 AM. . . .............................................................. Prayer Time
9:30 AM.................... ............
........ .. . Sunday School
11:00'AM.................. ..................... ............................... Worship
12:30 PM......................................... .
.After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel
and a Christian community for everyone

Or. Frederick D.
Terry

St MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School . . . . . . ,. ... .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......... . .11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . .5 p.m.
Evening Worship .................. .6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Thursday............................. ..
.7 p.m.
1

Spirituatty Connected

Greater Gt. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

“In His Presence Ministry’’

4000 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
»

- 9th Avenue S., 9:3ft a.m.5:00 p.m. Monday through
Saturday. For information,
call (727) 322-5350. San
dra Bentley is the Director.
Pleasant Grove spon
sors a land-lovers bus tour
to New York City and the
Pocono Mountains from
July 11-17. Please contact
Kay Curry at (727) 8642937 after 7:00 p.m. for de
tails.
Let us continue to pray
for all sick, shut-ins, be
reaved and our troops.
Thought for the week:
“Her children rise up and
call her blessed; her hus
band, also, and he praiseth
her. ” (Proverbs 31:28).
May His peace be with
you till we meet again.
Happy Mother’s Day!

Early Morning Worship.............................................7:00 a m.
Sunday School.............................. ...............................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................. ....................... ..10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union..................... ........... ................. 4:30 p.m.
Communion....................... .................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays........ ....................... ......... ................. . • • ........7:30p.m.

Morning Worship: 8:00 and 11:00 A.M.
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will rehearse on Friday,
May 9, at 6:30 p.m. with
Commander^ Deacon Jim
Anderson.
Don’t forget the Moth
er/Daughter Luncheon on
Saturday, May 10, from
10:30 a.m.-l:00 p.m. Julia
Watkins is President of the
Junior Mission. Also,
ayouth meeting will be
held at 4:00 p.m. with
Sarah
Anderson,
Supervisor.
The Deaconess Board
and Nurses Guild will
sponsor a Prayer Breakfast
May 24 at 8:00 a.m. Mil
dred Jackson is President
of the Deaconess Board,
and Essie Evans is Presi
dent of the Nurses Guild.
The Outreach Mission
Center has free clothing,
shoes and non-perishable
food for the needy at 2500

NOT WHAT'S LEFT!

Wednesday: Prayer Meeting/Bible Study/

321-0670.
Summer Camp appli
cation:
Applications for the
Prayer Tower Summer
Camp are available at the
church. See Janika Hub
bard or Elder Welch at the
church for more informa
tion. Space is limited!
Remember to pray for
our sick and shut-in mem
bers. Pray and study the
Word of God constantly. If
I be lifted up from the
earth, I will draw all men
unto me. Let everything
that has breath praise, the
Lord!

Pleasant Grove Missionary
Baptist Church----------------- —

E-mail: bchurch5 @tampabav.rr.com

Centennial Celebration"

cheon:
Attention all youth! If
you would like to partici
pate in the Mother’s Day
Luncheon on May 10,
please bring your mother
and/or someone special to
Prayer Tower F&G Build
ing at 12:30 p.m. The cost
is $8.25 per person for a
full course meal, beverage
and dessert. The money is
due by Thursday, May 8,
by 6:00 p.m. to either Greg
Roberts or Donna Welch.
Orange Blossom will be
catering the luncheon. For
more information, please
contact Deacon Greg Rob
erts or Donna Welch at

First Baptist Institutional Church

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

FL

Phone: 323-7518

Rev. Wayne

G.

912 Third Avenue NOrth
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School,

-9:30

Morning Worship

a.m.

- 11:00

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

_

Rev. Brian K. Brown

'‘One. weelffrom cfturcft mafes one wea/f”

3144 Third Avenue south

St. Petersburg,

_

a.m.

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School ................. . . 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class ....... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship . ............ .10:30 A.M.

i^^y^^U^NEW^continucs
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Blessed Hope Bible College

New Assemble House of Prayer
— that speaks nice on the job,
■
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Bishop ElIiott L.
Dr. Degrando Franks,
Mary Lee Brantley
Johnson, D.Ed
Jr., Instructor
assisting in Tape Room
by Bishop Elliot I.
on planet Earth. I,believe chers study for sermon
Johnson. D.Ed.
before we were bom we preparation today, owning
Are you doing what were given that assignment most outline books and
God asked you to do? and have gotten “caught- keeping an unsuspecting
Good question. In fact, a up” in the “glitter and gla audience satisfied, and yet,
most vital one taking in ac mour” of “Storybook Hol is God truly glori
count Jeremiah 1:7: “For lywood” living. We at fied... does He really ap
thou shall go to all that I tempt to fashion our lives prove?
send thee, and whatsoever after these media presenta
“God’s most dominant
I command, thee thou shall tions with their strong sup way ofspeaking to us today
speak. ”
ports everywhere and shut is through His Word. He
This, as many other si down that cry from our in honors His Word. He has
milar scriptures, indicate ner man which asks, “Are tens His Word to perform
man is no accident, and his you doing what God asked it.” (Jeremiah 1:12). His
life is about more than you to do?”
Word, not our particular
many may admit.
Many people approach hopes, dreams and wishes.
Jeremiah 1:5: “Before I me today as if I were bom Everything in its time. First
formed thee in the belly I saved. I wish! No, I was, in things first.
knew thee; and before thou fact, very involved with the
• Matthew 6:33: “But
earnest forth out of the “storybook” edition and seek ye first the kingdom of
womb I sanctified thee, and heard those words myself, God and His righteousness
I ordained thee a prophet many times. The countless and all these things shall
unto the nations.” Jere times I drowned those be added unto you. ”
miah 1:10: “See, I have more “lofty” thoughts with
Many wonder and ask
this day set thee over the some drug or drink, be God what do I do now?
nations and oyer the king cause I thought I had my And He may ask, “Have
doms to root out and to pull life plan in order. “Wasted you done what I asked you
down and to destroy and to years, wasted years, oh to do? Are you seeking Me
throw down, to build and to how foolish...” the song first? Are you studying and
plant.”,:
writer lamented. I sadly preparing for Me?” God
Scriptures
indicate agree.
will not advance us new inmoreover that the human
Did you hear Him say, structions beyond our last
species such as Adam was “Study to show yourself act of disobedience. He’s
created for a purpose, a approved unto God...?” all-wise.
reason, with an assignment (Timothy 2:15). Most preaGod has quietly raised
Blessed Hope Bible Cob
Ncw Covenant Baptist Church
lege in the inner city of
Tampa to “Equip the saints
3850 Pompano Drive SE, Coquina Key
for ministry,” to prepare
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
them
for what “God has in
Ph: 865-9636
His plan for them rather
Pastor, Joseph Bobby Reid
» 4
than What may be in their
minds.’* For when they are
Prayer/Praise Service ... 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
Bible Study
8:00 p.m. Wednesday
obedient in the command,
Sunday School........ 9:00 a.m.
“to study to show them
Sunday Worship ... 10:00 a.m.
selves approved unto
God...” Then God will
open doors.
I Corinthians 2:9: “But
All Nations Church of
as
it
is written, eye hath not
God By Faith
seen, nor ear heard, nei
3000 - 4th Avenue S. ♦ St.
ther have entered1 into the
Petersburg
I
heart of man the things
327-5926
-2656
Sunday School
0 30
which God hath prepared
■
for them that love Him.
I JgOrronQ Worship.
And you will never be the
Iglj Night Worship..........
I
Sesday &ble Class
same again. Praise God!
I

SB

Pastor and Mrs. Walker
Who can find a virtu
ous woman? In this world
today, you can find women
being powerful in a variety
of positions, such as a law
yer, doctor, homemaker,
nurse, CEO President,
computer technician, truck
driver, astronaut, school
teacher, etc.
We have learned as hu
mans to. put on a different
face and attitude to fit our
profession, but once we ar
rive home and change our
attire and put down our job
title until tomorrow morn
ing, we find ourselves no
longer being that woman

full of patience with others,
always having a smile on
her face, a kind word to
speak and remaining calm
under critical situations,
but deep inside we long to
be that virtuous woman be
hind that title.
Proverbs
31:10-12:
“Who can find a virtuous
woman? Her price is far
above rubies. The heart of
her husband doth safely
trust in her so that he shall
have no need of spoil. She
will do him good and not
evil all the days of her
life.”
I would like to give
honor and glory to a gen
uine woman of God. This
woman has kept a title
from sunset until sunrise as
a Church Mother, a woman
who doesn’t make sudden
moves but waits upon the
voice of God. She cares for
people’s souls as if they
were a diamond and values
how she treats people and
talks to you because she

The New Hope Mis
sionary Baptist Church
family invites you to come
and worship with us.
Sunday School begins
at 9:00 a.m. with Brenda
Adams in charge.
Morning Worship Ser
vice starts at 10:30 a.m.
with the Deacons in charge
of Devotion. Praise and
Worship Song Service will
be rendered by the Mass
Choir with Minister of

Music Tony Young and
Mass Choir Directress
Bobbie Tampa. The Rev. I.
Lester Patterson of Mt.
Ararat Missionary Baptist
Church of Jacksonville will
deliver the Bread of Life.
Please join us for a spiritfilled worship service.
The senior citizens and
the new inductees of the
New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church Senior So
ciety Ministry would like

“Many daughters have
done virtuously, but thou
excellest the all. ”
Thank you for being a
wonderful example in
these last and evil days.
Happy Mother’s Day!

CENTER

GRACE
service

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

.

Phone

Sunday School

(813)328-9412

9:30 - 10:30

Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30

Wed. - Pray 7:00>

Bible Study 7:30

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

The mission of the
Lake Maggiore Baptist
Church is to be a covenant
fellowship: Worshipping
God, equipping the believ
ers, evangelizing the lost,,
ministering effectively.
(Matthew 28:19-20).
We have a community
food pantry and clothes
closet that is a Ministry of
Pray Ministry sponsored
by Lake Maggiore Baptist
Church and Southside Ta
bernacle Baptist Church.
As Florida Baptists,
we have an opportunity to
help alleviate hunger
around the world as well as
in the United States. Sun
day, July 13, is World Hun
ger Awareness Day for the
Florida Baptist Con
vention churches. The
theme is, “Open Your
Heart.. .Stretch
Your
Hand.”
In the world, about
24,000 people die every
day from hunger or hun
ger-related causes. In the
United States in 2001, the
number of Americans who
were food insecure or hun

gry or at risk of hunger
was 33.6 million. In Flori
da, 11.5% of households in
Florida are hungry (com
pared to 9.7% nationwide).
In this state of afflu
ence, Florida Baptists have
the opportunity to make a
difference in the lives of
needy people. If you
would like to help or need
more information, contact
Rev. Ron Fluker at (727)
894-5315.
Upcoming Ministries:
• Street Ministry - May
23 at 6:00 p.m.
’ • Youth Group - May
10 at 10:00 a.m.
• Baptist Men - May
10 at 6:00 p.m.
• 4th Sunday Fellow
ship - May 25 after 11:00
a.m. service - come and eat
with us. #
• Singles Ministry.
• Baptist Men Prayer
Line, 823-8724 or 1-866772-9901.
A cooperative south
ern Baptist, multi-cultural
church where everybody is
welcome!

Upcoming events:
• 90th Church Anniver
sary, May 14-18. Theme:
“Jesus Christ - A Divine
Meal Every Time.” (Psalm
34:8). Wednesday, May 14,
Rev. Ellis Hodge and The
Word of Life Church fami
ly. Thursday, May 15, Rev.
Clyde Williams and The
Greater St. Paul Church
family. Friday, May 16,
Elder Benjamin Adams and
The St. John Primitive

Baptist Church family of
Clearwater. May 14-16,
services begin at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, May 18, Rev.
Thomas Leonard and The
Mt. Tabor Missionary
Baptist Church family of
Tampa at 4:00 p.m.

The Family
That Prays
Together Stays
Together

Greater Mt. Zion
African Methodist
Episcopal Church

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
f

1

to thank Brenda Green for
a spirit-filled celebration
and induction service on
Saturday, April 26.
Weekly events:
• Prayer meeting and
Bible Study, Tuesday, 6:30
p.m.
• Prayer Band, Thurs
day, 11:00 a.m.
• Youth Choir rehears
al, Thursday, 6:00 p.m.
• Mass Choir rehearsal,
Thursday, 7:30 p.m.

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Lake Maggiore Baptist
Church-------------------------

often says, “Jesus died for
you, and you’re special to
Him.” She is a. woman of
God you can Call at 3:00
a.m. and ask for prayer, and
she answers the phone with
the sweet words, “Praise
Him.” She is a woman of
God who has been married
to her husband, Pastor John
H. Walker, for 41 years.
Proverbs 31:28: “Her
children arise up and call
her blessed, her husband
also, and he praiseth her. ”
This woman of God is
not just a hearer of the
Word of God but a doer. I
have found her conversa
tion and life to be holy. A
quiet, peaceful and prayer
ful spirit is within her. This
woman of God always
exalts the name of Jesus.
Proverbs 1
31:29:

New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church------------------------------ -------—
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919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a,m.
Alt Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

■B

Friday Tarry Service,

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South,.

I St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Clifford F. Canned)), Sr., Pastor

St. Joseph Church

Traveler’s Rest

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Missionary Baptist
Church

(813) 822-2455
Church Schoo,........ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ...11:00 a.m.
B.T.U .................... 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship.... 6.00 pm.

Bible Class...........^.7:30 p.m.

(Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal.............. ,5:30 p,m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study..p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal ...11:00 a.m.

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

1135 37th Street South, St.
Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
^Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11130 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

_
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Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................................................. 7:45a.m.
Sunday School ...........................................9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship...................................... 10:50a.m.
Baptist Training Union........................................ 5:00p.m.
Mid-Week Worship............Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service . .Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is ‘Welcome!

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School................ ........... .. 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Weds.) Rev. Donald
F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

d’X
NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Ml
F

.2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Ti
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Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor

(727) 896-5228
Sunday Services:
Church School......................................
9am
Praise & Worship Services . ... ................................................... 10:30am
Tuesday Services:
Prayer Service .............................
6:30pm
Bible Study . . ............................... ...................................................... 7pm
Join us as we

Friendship

— y--------------------------

Missionary Baptist

lift up the name ofJesus

feptecostal 7en?ple Cl?urcb of God ip
955 - 20th Street South

3300 - 31 st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
1 ; 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
Thursday
Prayer and Bible Study 7 PM
also Youth Enrichment Hour

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

Phone: 894-4311
www.mzprogressive.org
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. *10:00 a.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Christ

2230 - 22nd Street Si, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Sunday

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

9:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:45 a.m.

“A church working togetherfor the uphuifding of (Jod’s kingdom”

RELIGIOUS NEWS continues

53rd Annual Women’s
International
Convention----------------The 53rd Annual Wo contributed to a local char
men’s International Con- itable organization.
vention/Crusade of the
Each day will include
Church of God in Christ prayer and worship servic
will convene in Tampa be es. There will also be
ginning Monday, May 26 workshops daily with top
through Friday, May 30, at ics of interest. All services
the Tampa Convention will he at the Tampa Con
Center.
vention Center beginning
The Convention is an with a Convention Musical
annual event held in major on Monday, May 26, at
cities throughout the Unit 7:30 p.m.
ed States. Under the direc
Among the featured
tion of Willie Mae Rivers, artists will be Pastor Don
the General Supervisor of nie
McClurkin
and
the Department of Women LaShaun
Pace.
On
of the Church of God in Tuesday, the morning ses
Christ, special emphasis is sion will begin at 9:30
placed on building better a.m., and the evening wor
homes, better communities ship services are scheduled
and
better
churches to begin at 7:30 p.m.
throughout the nation. In
For more information,
each city that the Conven call (813) 985-6798.
tion is held, a donation is

Greater St. Paul M.B.
Church-----Greater
St.
Paul ning in Pink” fellowship
Missionary Baptist Church program will be sponsored
will hold its revival May 5- by the Junior Women, and
9 with workshops offered on Sunday, May 18, at 3:00
nightly at 7:00 p.m. with, p.m., Senior Women will
Rev. Fleming Tarver, facil host a “Mission in White”
itator. Evangelist for this day.
week will be Elder Dehnis
Please come out and
Hagins, Pastor of. New help us celebrate these
Bethel, Ocala.
events.
On May 16, an “Eve-,

GOD BLESS AMERICA
Earth Mission Miracle Temple Of Deliverance
The Church Where The Anointing Makes
The Difference ”
Sunday Morning Worship
10 a.m,
Church School & Prayer
9 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study Tuesdays 7 p.m.
Ministerial Class Thursdays 6 p.m.
Cultural Arts Pnrgrams After School
Mon.. Wed.,^iday - 6:00pm-'fcOOpm •

261 L

All Nations Church of
Travelers’ Rest M.B.
God
---------------- —— Church—------- ——
Devotion Was again a
most joyous occasion, all
to the glory of almighty
God. To see another first
Sunday is 'in itself a bless
ing. Amen.
From ICorinthians 13,
Elder Willitams spoke from
the depths of his heart say
ing that love, hope, charity
and obedience are the keys
to our relationship with
God. As God implants in
us His truth, which is His
word, we are set free and
given the access to wisdom
and understanding by ask
ing for ity so that we may
be able td obey in every
way.
Many of us can’t see
the truth or find rest in the
Lord, because when He
speaks to us, wa immedi
ately think it’s a prophecy
for. someone else, and we
refuse to then take heed to
ourselves, and we, there
fore, miss iso much of what
we need to keep us as
examples ana willing ves
sels for God’s people. We
tend to act as if God can
speak to no one but us, and
that’s the time Satan steps
in and again plays with our
minds, making us forget
that God did not call us
because of, he called us in
spite of. *
If we possess angelic
speech, have the prophetic
gift, feed the hungry and
have not love, it counts as
nothing, because God has
given and shown us the
righteous attributes of
love. As with all that God
has for us, we must obey,
because we have no other
way to please <3od but by

His spirit and His truth.
As parents, we must
obey God if we expect our
children to obey us, be
cause eventually they copy
what they see in us,
whether saint or sinner. If
we speak more with under
standing and less with the
gift of tongues; we will be
a benefit to our families
and anyone else we are led
to share the Word with.
The Word was a blessing to
all that took it in and as it is
applied to our lives, we can
see that we are and can
grow in God’s grace as we
learn to obey Him-. Amen!
Amen! Amen!

:

We thank God for all
things including the visi
tors that come to fellow
ship with us and for the
souls he adds to the
church. By looking with
the eye of the spirit, we see
the goodness of the Lord in
all things. We appreciate
the time set aside'to com
mune and express our love
for and in the matchless
name of Jesus our Lord
and Saviour. Amen.
We must continue in
prayer for all the sick, all
shut-in, all lost, all those
that are going through and
for all the saints of God, far
and near.
We thank God for each
of you again and again,
and we pray God’s richest
blessings upon you always.
From the hearts of Pastors
J. and J. Williams.
Dear Father,

You Have Given
So Much; Give
One Thing Mote

-A Grateful
Hegrt. Amen

Free Registration
For more information, contact
Deborah R Green, Executive Director,
at: (727) 821-9472

Pastor’« Qf&e: (727) 895-9591 ,
Rev. Constance D. Samuels - Pastor

Bus ministry provided for all services •

Your presence is welcomed

Moore’s Chapel

Happy Mother’s Day!
We thank God for all the
nurturing and care mothers
give to their children and
loved ones!
“He settles the barren
woman in her home as a
happy mother of children.
Praise the Lord. ” (Psalm
113:9).
Mothers will be recog
nized and honored during
Gontemporary and Tradi
tional Worship Services.
Warm welcome is ex
tended to all who will wor
ship with us during 8:00
a.m. and 11:00 a.m. Come
and experience Jesus with
us!
Sunday School teach
ers are reminded of the tea
chers’ meeting on Satur
day, May 10, at 10:00 a.m.
Interested persons are wel
come to attend and study
the next three lessons.
Weekly activities:
Thursday, May 8 Mid-Day Bible Study (sta

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church——

dy of the scriptures), 11:00
a.m.; nursing home visitation; Konsonant Choir re
hearsal, 7:00 p.m.
Friday, May 9 - No
school for students; Praise
Team rehearsal, 5:30 p.m.
Saturday, May 10 Sunday School teachers’
meeting, 10:00 a.m.
Tuesday, May 13 - ByLaw Committee meeting,
6:00 p.m.; Trustee Ministry
meeting, 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, May 14 Youth Department (bible
Study), 7:00 p.m.; prayer
meeting, 7:00-7:30 p.m.;
Adult Bible Study, 7:308:30 p.m.
If you would like to at
tend any of the services,
please contact the church
office in advance at 8224869.
Looking for a church
home? We encourage and
invite you to join our fel
lowship.

Third Sunday in Easter
is also Mother’s Day.
Praise and worship focus
will be the blessed nature
of motherhood. Mid-morn
ing proclamation will be
offeredby Deaconess Jo
Ann Nesbitt. Church fami
ly is expected to be present
to celebrate “Mother’s
Day” together.
New
Philadelphia
Properties, Inc., will meet
on Tuesday evening at 7:00
p.m. Board members of
CDC are urged to be pres
ent for this meeting. Plans

for implementation will be
announced and finalized. A
progress report will also be
given.
Church family is re
quested to continue en
couraging and supporting
the Children/Youth Minis
try. Plans are moving for
ward with the upcoming
neighborhood Youth Sum
mit which will focus on
Twin Brooks and Childs
Park communities^ Mem
bers are urged to keep this
event before God in prayer.,.

727-894-5315 • Fax: 727-894-5315
Email:
www.lakemaggiore c@vahoo.com

Ifa-jcL.
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Pastor Ronald Fluker
and wife, Shana.

John A. Evans
Minister In Training

......9:30 a.m!

Sunday School..... ...........................

Sunday Worship........................................... .

11:00 a.m.

Sunday Night Disciple Training...................... 6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night Worship.....................................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer/Bible Study ....................7:00 p.m.

A Cooperative Southern Baptist, Multi-Cultural
, Church, Everyone Welcome!

Sunday Services
.'i / . •/
Sunday Service . . . . ....................... .................... .
.8:00 a.m.
Sunday School . , . . . . ...........................................
.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................................. ..
.UXELa.m,
Baptist Training Union •................................... .
.5:00 p.m,
Weekly Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:'0®b.rri.
‘The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is ad

“To Qod (Be The QCory”

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

*

4100 Dr. Martin Luther King
Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Worship - 8:00 and 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School (all ages) - 9:30a.m.

The Lord I ooks down
from heavr
sail the sor is of . men■,
m 33

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
:
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Rev. James T. Blount - Pastor

Tea Committee (1-r): Bertha Williams, Vivian T.
Harmon, Joyce McBride, Leatrice Lyons, Vera Byrd,
Mittie Pound, Ronella Coney, Agnes Howard and
Erma Perkins.
Standing (1-r): Paul McCray, Morer Bolds, Laura. .!
Johnson and Evon McTier.
are

St. John Missionary (Baptist Church

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(8,13)327-06^3

AME Church

ship Hall.
Paula McCray is the
Chair, Morer Bolds is CoChair, Vivian T. Harmon is
Mission President and
Deacon Jerome Smith is
Chairman.
The public is invited.

Blessedness of
Motherhood at New
Philadelphia ———

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
w

You’re invited to Beth
el Metropolitan’s Rosalie
Moor Annual Mission
Spring Tea.
The Tea will be held
Sunday, May 18 from
4:00-6:00 p.m. at 3455 26th Avenue S. in Fellow

Noon Day Prayer/Bible Study - Wednesday -12:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Wednesday - 7:00 p.m.

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

3037 - Fairfield Avenue south

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 321-3545

Queen Street

“Where The Word Is Changing Lives”

Church Of God In Christ

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 896-4356

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

820 20th Street South

8:00 A.y. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.^t. - Sunday School

St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

900 -16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705 ?
Morning Worship............... ....................... ........ ...............8:00 a.ml
Sunday School........................ ............................................ . 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship...............................................
11:OO a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed......................... .7:00 p.m.
Elder: Tony Smith
Transportation to Church: 727-743-3993 or 727-798-4430
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
;
£

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ......... .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ... .............5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class. ... .7:00 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Tuesday Bible Study
7:30 P.M. - Thursday Pastoral
Teaching

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Are you doing, what God wants you to do?
Need your Ministry Degree or Ordination?
Call Us Today!

LIGHTHOUSE CATHEDRAL OF FAITH
309 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone: 727-823-5750
Fax: 727-821-9000

Archbishop Willie Bolden, D.D., D.D.
Pastor Glenda Bolden, PH.D., D.D.
Delores Ross, Resident Pastor

Willie & Glenda
Bolden
Sunday Morning Prayer....... .................. ........................................... . 8:00 AM^

Sunday School............................................................ ...... .................8:15 AM
Sunday Worship Service................................................. ,.,9;0®lM
Intercessory Prayer - Wednesday..................... ,.............................. .6:3® PM.
Bible Study - Wednesday................................................................ ....7:30 PM
Intercessory Prayor - Saturday...... .................. .............. .................. 6:00 PM
“Arise shine; for thy light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.” (Isaiah 60;l)

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

Saint Mark
African Methodist Episcopal Church
• Sunday- Church School,
• Sunday- Worship Service,
• Thesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

Spiritual Counseling

FRIDAY

• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,. >3

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES

7:00pm- Until
• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
« Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour before
service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month "

RADIO BROADCAST

9:00am- 10:00am

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way, call
327-0997.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

9:45am
11:00am ............. --6:00pm- 7:00pm

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

Friendship M.B.
Greater Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church Galilee Missionary Baptist
“And ye shall know the with us each Wednesday Evangelist will be Rev.
Church-------- ------------ —
Church----------------------------------------------truth,
and the truth shall from 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Dwayne Gaddis of Greater
Greetings in the name
of our Lord and Savior Je
sus Christ.
Once again, Pastor
John A. Evans, Sr., the
official church staff and
the entire Friendship Mis
sionary Baptist < Church
family welcome your pres
ence this Sunday for
Worship Service and to all
church-related activities
and events during the
upcoming week.
Services begin at 7:45
a.m. The Devotion will be
led by the Deacons Minis
try, the Male Chorus will
sing songs of Zion and
Pastor Evans will preach
the unadulterated Word of
God.
Church School begins
at 9:30 a.m. with the Su
perintendent in charge. A
second service is held at
10:45 a.m., opening with
Minister of Music John
Frazier and the Praise
Team.
“The Lord is not slack
concerning His promise, as
some men count slackness;
but is long-suffering to
usward, not willing that
any should perish, but that
all should come to repen
tance, ” (II Peter 3:9).
Schedule of events:
Thursday, May 15 7:00-8:45 p.m., Prayer/Praise Service; Bible Stu

dy; also, Youth Enrichment
Hour.
Saturday, May 17 2:00 p.m., 55 Plus meeting.
Wednesday, May 14Noonday Bible Study; also
each Wednesday from 12
noon-2:00 p.m., Bread of
Life Ministry serving
lunch to all needy in the
community.
Applicants wanted:
The Friendship Mis
sionary Baptist Church
Music Ministry is accept
ing resumes for an organ
ist. If you are interested or
know of someone, please
contact the church office at
906-8300.
Let us continue to keep
all of our sick and shut-in
members lifted in prayer
knowing that a phone call
or a visit (when permissi
ble) can really lift one’s
spirit and outlook when
confined in our homes or
any medical facility. It
helps to reassure them that
they are not forgotten. We
are still praying for all
families that have lost their
loved ones.
We pray a speedy safe
return for all of our troops.

make you free.” (John
8:32).
The Mt. Zion A.M.E.
Church family, under the
leadership of Pastor Clar
ence Williams, would like
to extend a greeting for a
“Happy Mother’s Day” to
all moms this second Sun
day in May.
We cordially invite one
and all to join us in wor
ship. Service times are 7:30
a.m. and lJ:00 a.m.
The Praise Team will
set the tone as we prepare
our minds and hearts for
worship. The Richardson
Special Chorus will render
Song Service throughout
the day. Join us as we lift
high the name of Jesus.
Our Church School be
gins at 9:30 a.m. Join us as
we grow in the knowledge
of the Word.
Our Vintage Adult Bi
ble Ministry (55 and over)
invites one and all to visit

for Bible Study and a nour
ishing meal. Pastor Wil
liams provides good teach
ing and will enlighten your
focus of the Word. Come
be fed spiritually and phys
ically.
In need of a mid-week
lift? Then, Mt. Zion is the
place. Each Wednesday
night from 7:00-8:00 p.m.,
we experience the awe
some power of the Holy
Ghost at our “Hour of
Power” worship. Songs of
praise, testimonies and the
Word are provided. Come
join us as we lift high the
name of Jesus. We are hav
ing a Hallelujah-good time.
Come as you are and be
blessed.
Revival! Revival! Re
vival! It’s that time again!
We will be having our
Spring Revival starting
Sunday, May 19, through
Wednesday, May 21, at
7:00 p.m. nightly. Guest

Bethel A.M.E. Church,
Miami. If you’re in need of
Revival, then Mt. Zion is
the place, to be. Make plans
to join us for a high time,
where the Word will come
forth with power.
The Sunday . School’s
spring production will be
held Saturday, May 24. The
cast is excited and gearedup. Come out and enjoy
your church stars in action.
You’re in for a treat!
Weekly activities:
Monday - Bible Study,
6:00-7:30 p.m.
Wednesday - Vintage
Bible Study, 11:00 a.m 12:30 p.m.; Men’s Bible
Study, 6:00 p.m.; Hour of
Power Praise Service,
7:00-8:00 p.m.
Thought for the week:
“The family that prays
together stays together. ”
Be blessed, and have a
Jesus-filled week.

Every Word of God is pure:
He Is a shield unto them

that put their trust in Him.
GO©

Proverbs - 30:5

IS GOO©

'WOULD WE

Pastor Earnest Jones
and the officers of Galilee
cordially invite you to wor
ship, with them in the fol
lowing service: Special
Mother’s Day Service on
Sunday, May 11, at 7:50
a.m. The guest speaker will
be Mamie J. Rogers of St.
Mark Missionary Baptist
Church. Following the
service, the men of Galilee
will honor the ladies of the
church by serving them
breakfast.
Other services to be
held at Galilee are: <
• On May 18, there will
be a benefit program for
Mary Bennett at 7:00 p.m.
The program is sponsored
by Union No. One.
Union
Foreign

Missionary
Baptist
Association Congress of
Christian Workers plan
ning meeting will be held
at 11:00 a.m. on May 17.
Parents and youth who
are interested in the
Orlando trip with the Youth
Department should contact
Margaret Fussell or Jackie
Telfair.
Members who are in
need of a Galilee t-shirt
should contact Patricia
Jones.
Volunteers are needed
to assist with food service
during the Congress of
Christian Workers Session
June 11-14. Please sign-up
for the date and time you
will be available.
Congratulations
to

Arcilous Mincey who
delivered his first public
sermon on last Sunday at
Galilee. Many family
members and friends
joined Galilee in the wit
nessing of this blessed
event.
Congratulations also to
Carrie Hinton and Carolyn
Marion for a spirit-filled
program during the All
Mission Day Service on
last
Sunday.
Barbara
Bonner presented another
spirit-filled message for
this occasion.
Condolences
are
extended to the family of
long-time Galilee member,
Ruth Conyers, who was
funeralized at Galilee on
April 19.

God Knows Best
Our Father knows what’s best for us
So why should we complain
We always want the sunshine.
But He knows there must be rain
and so He tests us often with
sickness and with pain.
Not to hurt or punish us, but so that
we may gain strength to meet with
courage life’s troubles, trials and
sorrow, knowing there awaits us
the joy of God’s tomorrow.

WITHOUT^..

Sponsored By:
ESTABLlSHED 1904

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

St.-Pete2200 MLK St. S.
822-3741

Pinellas Park
7330 49th St. N.
544-6481

If we go back a couple hundred years, it would have been hard to imagine today’s promise. For African-Americans, this country offered very little hope, recognition, and prosperity. However, so much of,
what we have today is here because of the heroic effprts of African-Americans. This feature is dedicated to their spirit which could not be denied despite very little opportunity. Today, opportunity abounds.
Learn about their stories, learn from their determinedness, and be inspired to take advantage of opportunities. We pray the inspiration is contagious.

Atwater's Cafeteria: A Soul Food Landmark—----- ——
Hard work is secret to family's success

Barbara A. Smiley, the Atwater’s eldest daughter.
photo by Rassi

by Frances Pinckney
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG In 1977, Elzo Atwater Sr.
and his wife, Mattie, were
the owners of a thriving

restaurant in Harlem when
they purchased Elzo Jr.'s
"dream" restaurant at 895
22nd Avenue South in St.
Petersburg. And, of course,
they named it Atwater's

Cafeteria. Atwater's is one
of a handful of blackowned restaurants in this
city, open seven days a
week, serving three meals a
day for nearly three

decades.
Prior to the purchase of
Atwater's Cafeteria, the
Atwaters
bought
the
Harlem Cafeteria from its
owner, Annie Wright, a

dear friend of the family in
1965. They had six chil
dren at the time and cook
ing for this large family
proved to be a bit of a task
for
Mattie
Atwater
because, "I don't like cook
ing." She suggested to her
husband that he buy a
restaurant where they all
could eat every day. But
she doesn't think that her
suggestion or her dislike of
cooking prompted him to
buy the business.
As fate would have it,
Elzo Sr. had learned a lot
about the restaurant busi
ness from Mrs. Wright. He
had helped put a lot at the
restaurant and the family
ate there frequently, so he
bought it. Of course, Mrs.
Atwater was very pleased
about her husband's deci
sion and she thought it was
a good business venture
and a "good way to get out
of cooking" for her seven
boys and two girls.

Wright stayed on and
helped out and WMrs,
Atwater's sister did the
cooking. "I did the cleaning
and other odd jobs," Mrs.
Atwater said. Even though,
she didn't have a passion
for cooking, luckily some
of her children did, espe
cially Elzo Jr. and Michael.
Elzo Jr. went to culi
nary school and set hiieyes
and heart on the restaurant
at 895 22nd Avenue South.
"It was his dream that the
family would own that
restaurant one day," Mrs.
Atwater recalled. "He even
went there to talk to the
owner and told him to let
him know when he got
ready to sell the business."
The entire family
worked in the business.
The
children worked
before and after school.
Not long, the business
begin to thrive. Elzo Jr. and
Michael ventured out on
their own, but still helped

out at the restaurant. "We
encouraged
individual
independence," she said.
"They all have been suc
cessful in whatever they
chose to do."
Since Elzo Sr.'s death
in 1997, the children have
managed the restaurant and
take turns being chef. The
eldest daughter, Barbara, is
trying her hand at being
chef after working 18 years
in the Criminal Justice
department
at
St.
Petersburg College. She is
taking a little break from
the bookkeeping business
and learning how to make
biscuits with a little help
from brothers Elzo Jr. and
Michael. When she goes
back to her job, another
family member will take
charge.
Mrs. Atwater took
some time off after her hus
band's death but she still
comes in frequently to lend
moral support.

"Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes." ~ African Proverb

"We have been so
blessed," she said. "We
were able to raise our chil
dren in the business and
afford higher education for
them. We were involved in
church and communtiy and
was able to give back to the
community."
Mrs. Atwater said the
family is proud to have
served the community for
more than three decade,
including the 12 at the
Harlem cafeteria. She is
also proud of the legacy
that she and her husband
have left to their children.
But what makes her most
proud is how her children
are united in maintaining a
thriving business. She sur
mises
that
Atwater's
Cafeteria Will continue to
operate for many years to
come.
After all, there are 26
grandchildren to see to it
that the landmark remains a
thriving business.
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sports news
Boxer Antonio "Magic Man"
The Game Is On!
Tarver Brings Home Two Vacant USF and UCF set to begin rivalry in 2005
TAMPA
The Conference USA - we hope
Light Heavyweight Belts
University of South Florida that when 2005 and 2006
Champ fulfills rromise to "Bring home a Championship belt to

Antonio "Magic Man"
Tarver (21-1,17 KOs) out
pointed former world
champion Montell Griffin
to win the vacant IBF and
WBC light heavyweight
titles on Saturday, April
26th at a championship
bout held at Connecticut’s

Foxwoods Resort Casino.
The fight was televised on
HBO.
The
Tampa-based
fighter demonstrated that
he still has the skills that
made him the bronze
medalist in the 178-pound
division at the 1996
Olympics. All three judges
scored the fight 120-106
for Tarver, who won both
titles that were vacated
when Roy Jones, Jr. decid
ed to become a heavy
weight. "Magic Man"
earned the first belts of his
professional career by
beating up the only man to
defeat Jones, who last
month moved up to take
the WBA heavyweight belt
from John Ruiz.
During the post-fight
press conference, Tarver
reiterated that fighting

WBA heavyweight champ
Roy Jones, Jr. is at the top
of his to do list. Jones for
feited his IBF light heavy
weight title instead of fac
ing Tarver - the mandatory
challenger - to challenge
Ruiz for the WBA heavy
weight title. On his wishes
to battle his fellow
Floridian, Tarver states, "I
am the fighter who can test
Roy Jones, Jr. and put his
back against the wall to
test his greatness. That’s a
fight that everyone in
Florida
wants
to
see...There’s not a fighter
out there who can articu
late himself as well as I can
right now! I am a breath of
fresh air for this game."
Look for Antonio
Tarver’s own, brand of
magic to continue and
make Tampa proud !

Hershey Youth Track & Field
Meet------------------ -- ------- ------------------ -

has reached an agreement
with the University of
Central Florida for the
Bulls and Golden Knights
to begin playing football in
2005. The first game in the
long-anticipated series will
be at Raymond James
Stadium in Tampa, Sept.
17, 2005. The Bulls will
make a return trip to the
Citrus Bowl in Orlando on
Sept. 16, 2006.
"College football is
enhanced by rivalries and I
believe this is going to
develop into a great rival
ry," said Steve Orsini, UCF
athletics director. "These
games are going to be a big
boost for both programs in
terms of fan interest, expo
sure, and revenue." Said
USF athletics director Lee
Roy Selmon: "The timing
is right to get this series
started. While we have a
lot of football to be excited
about at USF in the two
years before the series
starts - including our his
toric first season in

Serena is Player of the
Month-------- ----- —------- -

Top finishers can win all-expense paid trip to the national finals
ST. PETERSBURG The Lightning Bolt Track
Club will host the Hershey
Youth Track & Field quali
fying meet on Saturday,
May 24 at Boca Ciega
High School, 924 58th
Street South in Gulfport,
Fla.
Organizers are expect
ing 250 boys and girls ages
9 to 14 to compete in this
local qualifying meet.
Events include the 200meter dash, 1500-meter
run, 4x100 meter relay,
softball throw, and stand

ing long jump.
First- and secondplace finishers will return
to Boga Ciega to compete
in the district meet on
Saturday, June 7. District
winners will advance to the
state meet at the USATF
Triathlon Center in Cler
mont, Fla. on Saturday,
June 28.
Winners at the state
meet do not automatically
advance to the North
American finals. They are
entered into a regional pool
and become eligible for

selection to a regional team
that will travel to Hershey,
Pa. to compete in the North
American Final on Satur
day, Aug. 10.
The entry fee for the
local qualifying meet is
free. Registration begins at
8 a.m. Copies of birth cer
tificates for all entrants are
required. For more infor
mation, call Coach G.
Boyd at the Lightning Bolt
Youth Sports Academy at
(727) 895-8202.

arrive, the games will pres
ent a an exciting college
football atmosphere for
’fans from both universities
to get excited about."
The contract also stipu
lates that additional games
will be added yearly on a
rotating home-and-home
site basis with dates to be
determined at a future time.
"I know our fans are excit
ed about this series," added
Orsini. "This game has the
potential to develop into
one of the biggest games in
the state each year."
"Obviously there are a
lot of bragging rights,
much like there are in the
established rivalries of
Florida-Florida State, and
Florida State-Miami," UCF
football
coach
Mike
Kruczek said. "It’s great
that it’s inked in on paper
that we will play."
UCF is in its second
season in the Mid
American
Conference,
while USF will begin play
in Conference-USA this

•ST. PETERSBURG Serena Williams earned
Player of the Month honors
for March by winning her
third consecutive title of
2003 at the NASDAQ-100
Open in Miami.
Williams defeated No.
6 seed Jennifer Capriati in
the NASDAQ-100 Open
final in three sets, success
fully defending her Miami
title in repeat of last year ’s
championship
match.
Williams extended her
undefeated streak to 17-0

following her champi
onship win in Miami.
This is the second time
this year that members of
the International Tennis
Writers’ Association has
bestowed Williams with a
PJayer of the Month award.
She also won the title in
January. She has now
received the honor a total
of seven times since the
program’s inception in
January 2001 - more than
any other player.

Area Golf Tournaments
season. The schools, which
are less than two hours
apart, are similar in age and
size and have a sizeable
alumni base in each other’s
metropolitan area.
"A lot has been written
about the potential for a
rivalry with South Florida
with all the similarities
between the programs,"
Kruczek said. "Now we
can settle all our differ
ences on the football field.
It’s nice to have the interest
we have from both Tampa
and Orlando areas in this
football game."
Information from UCF
and USF athletics depart
ment were used in this
report.

6300 Pasadenh Bbulevhrd iff
Pasadena, ;? Flag Checkin
begins atT1:30 etlnii The cost
is $75 per .golfer. Proceeds
from this event are'used to
provide assistance to col
lege-bound students in the
community. Contact ,. Ed
Lawrence at (727) 895-3618
to register.
•Members of the St.
Petersburg; Alumni ; Chapter
of
Kappa
Alpha - Psj,
Fraternity, Inc. will hpla its
7th Annual Golf Touniameht
on Saturday, June 14 at the
Mangrove Bay Golf Club.
Registration's. $65 per per
son. After June 2, the regis
tration fee wilt be $70.
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
Shaun King and Anthony
McFarland are among those
coordinating the event.
For additional - informa
tion, call Ben Ellis at (727)
898-1158 or Bernard King at
(727) 327-9019.

• The Boys & Girls Club
of the Suncoast will hold its
26th Annual Celebrity Golf
Classic at the Westin
Innisbrook Resort Highlands
Golf Course in Tarpon
Springs on Saturday, May
10. The shotgun start is at
8:30 a.m. Lunch will be
served following the tourna
ment. Celebrity golfers will
include former Tampa Bay
Buccaneers Jimmie Giles,
John Holt and Parnell
Dickinson, and Hall of
Famer Reggie White of the
Philadelphia Eagles and
Green Bay Packers.For more
information, call the Boys &
Girls Club at (727) 5461032.
• The Theta Eta Lambda
Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc.- will host its
12th Annual Scholarship
Golf Tournament at 1 p.m.
Sat., May 17 at the Pasadena
Yacht and Country Club,

PLEASE SUPPORT
OUR PAPER BY
SUPPORTING OUR
ADVERTISERS
George E. Banks, M.D.
and
Marilyn W. Fridge*; M.D.

Obstetrics and Gynecology
George E. Banks,
M.D,

. Marilyn W, Fudge, ,
M.D.

5203 Central Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
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Today in 1958, Ernest
Green became the first
African American to gradu
ate from Central High
School in Little Rock
Arkansas.

Pickney
Benton
Stewart Pinchback, the first
black state governor, was
born on May 10, 1837.
Pinchback became gover
nor in 1872 and his term
ended in January 1873 after

impeachment proceedings.
Pinchback Was active in
Louisiana politics much of
his adult life. Both his 1872
election to the House of
Representatives and his
1873 election to the U.S.
Senate were disputed. He
eventually became survey
or of customs in New
Orleans in 1883.

Nelson Mandela was
inaugurated as the first

ESTABLISHED 1904

Nt

President of South Africa
on May 11, 1994. Mandela
began life in 1918 in South
Africa. He led armed resist
ance against apartheid, his
native land’s entrenched
system of brutal legal dis
crimination that guaranteed
political and economic
security for white South
Africans and disenfran
chisement and poverty for
blacks.
As part of the African

M|

Pinellas Park
7330 49th St. N.
544-6481
National
Congress,
Mandela found himself
first as a fugitive mid then a
prisoner. During his twen
ty-seven years in jail, he
became an international
symbol of defiance against
the brutality of South
Africa’s racist regime.
Mandela was freed
from prison in 1990. He
was awarded the Nobel
Peace Prize three years
later. He was soon elected

Kckxcoc<W®
HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

• Fast Express Delivery

Furniture, Major Appliances, Telivisions, Stereos,
lawn a Garden (Mowers, tractors, etc.)

Guaranteed Credit Auuroval
At These 2 Store Locations Only

the first black president of
a new South Africa, one
now free of apartheid due
in part to his efforts.

"Toothpick" Sam Jones
became the first African
American on May 12,1955
to pitch a no-hitter in Major
League Baseball and the
first pitcher to pitch a no
hit game in forty years.
Boxer Joe Louis was

SGK£

■' BBS H Mil

born on May 13,1914.
Bom in Alabama in 19)4,
Joe "The Brown Bomber"
Louis would become the
first black national sports
hero. He began his profes
sional career as a boxer in
1934, but was known for
fighting well before then,
having knocked out four
childhood tormentors at the
age of eight.
Fighting Max Baer in
1935, he became the first

MaSl

African American fighter
to draw million-dollar gate.
He was also the first black
to win Ring magazine’s
fighter of the year award.
Winning the heavyweight
title in 1937, he successful
ly defended it 25 times,
being the first black fighter
to do so. In 1954, he
became the first black
heavyweight elected in the
Hall of Fame. Maintaining
his title for more than 10

,»

years, he held it longer than
any other man in history.
Louis died in Lasj
Vegas in 1981. By, order of
then-President'
Ronald
Reagan, Louis was buried
in Arlington National!
Cemetery, jy ? _,? (i t | « I
E-MAIL ARTICLES FOR
■■ PUBLICATION.,
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Magazine Launches
Daily Business Reports —-------- ——-

Blacks Favor Increased Cigarette
Taxes------------------ --------------------------------

NEW YORK -Black
magazine, the
nation’s award-winning
business news publication
for African Americans, has
collaborated with United
Stations Radio Networks,
an independent leader in
network radio program
ming, to create The Black
Enterprise Business Re
port, a radio series provid
ing business news and seg
ments-on personal finance,
career development and
entrepreneurship.
. Launched on April 14,
the three daily reports are
pfoduced for broadcast
during morning-drive, mid
day and afternoon-drive
times, Monday through
Friday.
The
Black
Enterprise Business Report
is being offered to all sta
tions hut is primarily tar-'

Most support increasing taxes even if low-income are hardest hit

Black Enterprise

Enterprise

geted at urban and urban
adult contemporary for
mats.
In announcing the sig
nificance of this new
launch, Derrick Godfrey,
vice president of business
development at Graves
Ventures, remarked: “This
new radio initiative pro
vides a wonderful platform
to further expand the Black

Enterprise brand, while
offering radio stations and
their listeners access to the
invaluable resources that
are synonymous with the
Black Enterprise name. As
we embark on this opportu
nity, we have fostered an
exciting new relationship
with our partner, United
Stations Radio Networks.”
United Stations Radio

Networks Inc. is the na
tion’s largest independently
owned and operated radio
network, offering stations
and advertisers a variety of
programming for urban ra
dio. Bobby Gailes, United
Stations’ director of urban
programming j
notes:
“United Stations is proud
to be the radio partner asso
ciated with Black Enter
prise. This association fol
lows the network’s philoso
phy of developing and pur
suing quality urban pro
gramming projects with
partners who are recog
nized leaders in their re
spective fields.”
For more information
about The Black Enterprise
Business Report, please
contact Donna Dick at
(212) 886-9560.

Celebrating Mom
Size and sighs matter at Mother's Day
When it comes to
choosing a Mother's Day
card, both moms and their
offspring are in agreement
about what it should look
like and say.
According to a recent
study, a mom's greatest
wish at Mother's Day is to
be shown that she is loved
and appreciated, while sons
and daughters chose "say
ing I love her" as the #1
message they want fo com
municate.
j

"On

Mother's

Day,

moms want to know that
the efforts they make are
not going unnoticed. They
want to know that they are
loved, important and make
a difference in someone's
life," says Tressa Schurz,
jproduct manager for Moth
er's Day at Hallmark.
"That's why when moms
were asked what they want
to hear at Mother's Day
that they might not hear
Ivery day, 95 percent said,

Not only do 73 percent of
children say they want to
take the opportunity in
their Mother's Day card to
say, "I love you," but they
also chose bigger cards as
being the better choice.
"I think a lot of times
children forget to tell and
show mom how much she
means to them," Schurz
said. "The larger cards give
them the perfect opportuni
ty to say what often goes
unsaid."
s
Ity^gopse^JOjlb^,sjirvey’s results, Hallmark cre
ated a new line of Mother's
Day cards called the Clas
sic Card Collection. These
cards are larger in size and
contain messages that carry

WASHINGTON, DCMost African Americans
favor raising taxes on ciga
rettes regardless of the im
pact on low-income smo
kers, according to the re
sults of the first national
survey of African Ameri
cans’ opinion on tobacco
taxes. The findings fun
contrary to the position
advanced by some advo
cates that few blacks favor
increasing taxes on ciga
rettes.
“The survey counters
the argument of some
groups who say African
Americans may be less re
ceptive to higher cigarette
taxes because the burden of
increased tobacco costs
would fall on low-income
smokers, many of whom
are African American,” ac
cording to Gary King,
PhD., of Pennsylvania
State University, the princi
pal investigator of the

tobacco products in black
communities,” King said.
“Such policies will im
prove the health of African
Americans and reduce the
social costs associated with
smoking.”
Nearly half of African
Americans surveyed be
lieve that taxes on tobacco
products should be in
creased, and almost 58 per
cent reported that they
would not be opposed to
increasing taxes on ciga
rettes even if low-income
smokers were the group
most affected. About 30
percent believed that ciga

a lot of warmth and emo
tion, which fulfiills the
needs of both the person
sending the card and the
mother receiving it. The
cards are sure to elicit
'sighs' from mom who
opens the card and the larg
er 'size' pleases the sender.
"We recognized that
moms like the pretty, femi
nine cards while the chil
dren wanted the words to
be more conversational in a
larger card," Shurz said.
"This collection is a perfect
example of these two needs
coming together."
Information from the
North American Precis
Syndicate was used for this
report.
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"I love you."
| And their offspring

research team that conduct
ed the study. “In fact, 75
percent of respondents dis
agreed with the idea that
raising cigarette taxes is
unfair to most African
Americans.”
The survey, published
in the May issue of the
American
Journal
of
Public Health, Was funded
by the Substance Abuse
Policy Research Program
of the Robert Wood John
son Foundation.'
African Americans are
disproportionately affected
by smoking when com
pared fo whites, in terms of
higher lung cancer rates,
more premature deaths and
increased smoking-related
morbidity. “The. results of
this survey should encour
age local, state and federal
officials to raise cigarette
taxes and enact other anti
tobacco laws as a way of
reducing consumption of

rette taxes should be re
duced.
A majority of the re
spondents (52.9%) be
lieved that cigarette smok
ing was increasing among
African Americans,, and al
most 42 percent were of the
opinion that it was “very
easy” for minors to buy
cigarettes in their commu
nity. Respondents who per
ceived that smoking was
increasing among blacks
were also more likely to
favor increasing taxes as a
means of reducing tobacco
use.

Happy
Mother g Day
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Zimbabwe’s Independence Day Finds
Country in Deep Crisis
——
—
HARARE - Although
the country of Zimbabwe
celebrated 23 years of inde
pendence from Britain last
Friday, the event felt less
festive than in earlier
times, as the nation con
fronts deepening economic
and social crises.
Severe shortages of
basic goods and triple-digit
inflation are influencing
factors that have worsened
the country’s condition.
More than half of Zimbab
we 11.6 million people are
surviving below the pover
ty line; and the recent fuel
price increases are bound
to plunge many Zimbab
weans even deeper into
poverty and misery.
Unemployment rates
hover at more than 70%

and recurring power out
ages have forced many
industrialists to cut produc
tion time by at least half,
adding to the ranks of the
unemployed.
President Robert Mu
gabe continues to do battle
with opposition leader
Morgan Tsvangirai, head of
the Movement for Demo
cratic Change, and Euro
pean and American govern
ments who are pressing
hard for. "regime change"
in this Southern African
country.
In a recent Easter
speech, President Mugabe
acknowledged the southern
African nation was facing
its worst economic crisis
since independence in 1980
and had experienced "three

years of suffering" since he
launched an often violent
program to confiscate thou
sands of white-owned
farms. But he defended the
land-reform policy.
"We are delighted at
last our land is now the
people's land. The white
man has been displaced by
the Black man. We are
strong politically," he said.
Mugabe described the
opposition as "neocolonial
ist extensions of Britain"
and "agents* of imperial
ism" nurtured by British
Prime Minister Tony Blair
and white farmers, the de
scendants of British colo
nial-era settlers.
"Let it be known we
are not totally independent
until we take over our land.

New U.S.
Local Advocates
NEW YORK - A rul
ing by U.S. Attorney Gen
eral John Ashcroft that ille
gal immigrants be held in
detention indefinitely even
if they have no known links
with terrorist has immi
grant advocates in the Car
ibbean upset. "We have
some concerns that rights
are being eroded," respond
ed Irwin Clare, the Jamai
can-born head of the New
York-based Caribbean Im
migrant Association. "It
has been a concern of ours
for some time, even in
other proceedings where
people have been de
tained."
Ashcroft’s action, au
thorizing the detention of
immigrants came in con
nection with the case of a
Haitian refugee, David Jo
seph, who waded ashore in
Miami last October after a
boat in which he and others
were ran aground off the
Miami coast. Joseph and
the others, who were de
tained by U.S. Immigra
tion, applied for political

asylum and Joseph was re
leased on bail while await
ing a decision on his immi
gration claim.
Ashcroft ruled that Jo
seph's release would "tend
to encourage further surges
of mass migration from
Haiti by sea with attendant
strains on national security
and homeland security re
sources."
The decision will have
an immediate effect on
Haitian immigrants in Flor
ida. But Ashcroft said the
nation's
immigration
judges should rule similar
ly in bail hearings involv
ing other illegal immi
grants when the govern
ment provides evidence
that extended detention is
needed to protect the coun
try. It was unclear how
widely the policy would be
enforced, but outraged ad
vocates for immigrants said
it would impose unneces
sary hardships on immi
grants and asylum seekers
who pose no security risk.
U.S. officials say that

War and Poverty Linked to High Death
Rate of Children in Liberia —'

Now the land is in our
hands, we have the capaci
ty to improve the lot of our
people. These hardships are
going to go," he said.
Taking a swat at the
U.S. which hys frozen
funds and blocked entry to
the U.S. of some Zimbab
we politicians, Mugabe
told the US government to
"go hang" and said the USled coalition's operations in
Iraq were "a grave criminal
act."
In Iraq, "you have a
death toll of children, you
have people without limbs,
you have in international
crime that is being commit
ted... a grave criminal act,"
Mugabe said.

Ruling Angers
because
immigration
judges are part of the Jus
tice Department, rulings of
the kind made by Ashcroft
must serve as a basis for
any decision in bail hear
ings involving illegal im
migrants?
Some rights activists
see Ashcroft's ruling as
another move by the Bush
administration to use the
detention of immigrants as
one of its mechanisms to
address security concerns
following the September
2001 terrorist attacks in the
United States.
While people suspect
ed Of links with terrorist
organizations have been
held in detention, this is the
first time the? U.S. Govern
ment has decided to detain
immigrants with no such
suspected ties.
Clare, speaking to a re
porter, called the latest
development part of an
"ongoing onslaught on im
migration" that has intensi
fied since the 9/11 bomb
ings of the Pentagon and

the World Trade Center.
"We're not surprised
because this is the mood of
the day, the order of the
day,," he said, adding that
most people were afraid to
speak out.
"There is dead silence
even in the comers of those
who would normally speak
up about these issues," he
said in the interview. "This
matter is not a very hot po
litical issue and those who
will rise up against it would
be seen as a 'humbug' in the
fight against terrorism."
Ashcroft’s ruling elicit
ed other criticisms. "It's
short-sighted, it's wrong
and it does not make us sa
fer," Elisa Massimino of
the Washington office of
the Lawyers Committee for
Human Rights told the New
York Times. "What it means
is that people will languish
in detention without the
opportunity to prove to a
judge or anyone else that
they don't pose a threat to
national security."

GOD BLESS AMERICA

by Abdullah Dukullv
MONROVIA - Liber
ia's long-running war - cou
pled with a U.N. sanction
on diamonds' trade, and the
high level of poverty and
unemployment - seriously
threatens the nation's
youngest and most vulnera
ble.
Health Minister Dr.
Peter Coleman gave that
assessment in his contribu
tion to a U.N. forum for de
velopment dialogue in the
capital, Monrovia. During,
the parley, government of
ficials, non-governmental
organizations and civil so
ciety groups discussed
"competitive investment"
for child survival.
Coleman said Liberia's
infant mortality rate has
worsened in a country
plagued with a "complex
emergency" for 13 years.
According to Save the
Children, the mortality rate
for children under 5 is. 235
per 1,000 births, or one in
four.
The war "has made the
children vulnerable to mal
nutrition, infectious dis
eases,! deaths and other
childhood preventable dis
eases - especially among
internally displaced per
sons and refugees", he said.
For Dr. Cyrille Niameogo,
the head of the UN Chil
dren's Fund (UNICEF) in
Liberia, "80 percent of the
200,OQQ, dispk|Cgd persons >r
in Liberia are children and
women who have wit
nessed all sorts of war
atrocities".
In armed conflicts
around the world, he be
lieves, "children have de
liberately been targets of
violence - leading to mil
lions being killed, disabled,
orphaned, sexually exploit
ed and abused, abducted
and recruited as soldiers,
uprooted from their homes,
separated from their fami
lies and exposed to the risk
of disease and malnutri
tion".
Coleman said children

marginally survive in Li receive routine vaccination
beria whose "per capital against preventable dis
income - one of the highest eases due to the breakdown
in Africa in the 1980s - has of the country's health sys
declined with the country tem and social infrastruc
ranking 174 out of 175 ture.
countries in the UN Devel
Official records say 80
opment index."
percent of the country's
"Liberia is now a very health facilities were looted
impoverished nation with or destroyed between 1989
more than 80 percent of its and 1997. Over the last 3-4
population living below the years, 55 percent of health
poverty line (of less than facilities in eight regions
one U.S. dollar) a day, have been vandalized or
while 15-20 percent are liv abandoned by fighting be
ing in absolute poverty (oh tween the. government and
less than 50 U.S. cents) per rebels of the Liberians
day," he said.
United for Reconciliation
"Ninety percent of the and Democracy (LURD)".
Liberian workforce", ac
Liberia's immunization
cording to Coleman, "is" coverage rate of 65 percent
unemployed and if this is has dropped to about 27
not enough injury, the Unit- ? percent. "Now without aced Nations sanctions cou- ' cess to eight of the 15 re
pled with continued armed gions engulfed in war,"
conflicts are additional said Coleman, "the cover
insults".
age is expected to decline
Sanctions, as one par- . drastically". •
ticipant said, "disrupt the
Paul P. Najue, the di
distribution of food, phar rector of the Catholic-run
maceutical products, and Don Bosco Homes, a child
sanitation supplies. It re welfare institution, has
duces the capacity of the been involved in collecting
public health system to Wayward children, child
maintain the quality of soldiers, sex workers from
food, water, air and medi the streets and children
cine".
wbo fall afoul of the law to
Coleman said "while mold their minds so as to
adults can withstand long become future leaders.
periods of deprivation and
In Monrovia, he said
hardship, children have "children are being used as
less resistance and are less breadwinners by their fam
likely to survive persistent ilies. As young as eight
shortages".
•years, some are engaged in
,.,. Quoting,st^ti^q^fjpm». iCrpshirigCand' klejlipg rocks
the Ministry of Health on along 'wfth their parents^
disability in Liberia, he, Others work with their par-'
said, "about 17 percent of ents in collecting and trans
the country's population is porting latex at rubber
disabled with , a very large plantations".
Genevieve Jackson,
proportion being children."
The
situation has seven, is one of the minors
caused a brain drain in Li engaged in child labor at
beria where "430 doctors Rock Field, Monrovia's
and 8,000 nurses, mid southern suburbs. She told
wives, technicians and par IPS she is being compelled
amedics have now been re by her parents to crush the
duced to only 80 doctors rocks to eke out a living.
and less than 1,800 health This is because, she says,
her mother does not have
workers".
With the country af money to send her to
fected by the relentless school. Genevieve's father
war, analysts say many was an industrial relations
children are unable to manager who was killed in

an assault
W
April 1996.};.,,
, Her mfthen vBqa^iqe^T
Sundayguy, 46,. also’ has
five other children, includ
ing three girls. "Crushing
rocks f now is the only
means availableToronrltv'-'"'''
ing. Wes cant help the situation but to endurgthe unfa
vorable economic conen-,..
tions in this country; Every®
.bq^y ls
sorts of de-humanizing
work to make a living", she
told IPS this week.
At the displaced ;cen-v
ters ini Monroyjqlsjsuburbs,: a maj'QEilMto^ttf’Vis
tarian 'erisis~-tooms—over-—
thousands of people mainlywomen arid cbildren Who fl/d fighting Iri
their towns, and yiUyses
and ate livmgl fn -abjedr i
conditions.-deteEinined,nQt,„.m.
to return home until fight
ers disarm..—
------- —
"The level of car©
being given us has droppeck -'
considerably over the past K
few months because of se1- >
curity concerns," a dis
placed person told IPS.
As a result,jsays,.Py~'’l
trick Sando, a former"
school teacher, " many. chil-;
dren have contracted riogKrf* ■
worm. Their ,s future
bleak, as there is no support
coming for them. Their
parents are unable to send"
them to school. Epidemic,
malnutrition and.. despair

, . is .

-But UNiGEEls.Niam'e- '

ogo says he has a plan to
ensure, the survival of Lb*, v
berian children.'According J‘
to him, "The United Na
tions - under the coordina- "
tion of Liberia's Ministry of
Health and Social Welfare has embarked- ^h- several '
health ' ihtdrVen'Hoiis^ Tm
eluding primary health care
services, food aid. 'fooF*security and nutrition, wa
ter and environmental sani
tation and other cross-cut
ting issues such as HIV/-

He did riot elaborate;

OBITUARIES
Trust In the
LORD WITH ALL
thine heart and
lean not unto
thine own
understanding.

“Tlje Lord is great apd

is to be highly
praised; His greatpess

is beyopd upderstapd*

"It's all taken care of"
HAPPY MOTHER'S
DAY **
IN Memorial
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These were the words that
brought calm tp me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
pf her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed ofre c^lFto
McRae Funeral Homennd

found out that not only was .
the funeral paid for - it was !

at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What asl^
savings - What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss y
how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

Elite Services/Deluxe $3,599.00
(18 Gauge Steel Casket)

Plans do not include: Minister, Flowers,
Police Escort, Programs, Grave Space
or Cemetery Services

Cremations

Elder Leon Lavell Thomas, Sr.
Founder/Executive Director

Lisa M. Speights-Harley, L.F.D.

832 N.E. 5th Street (Hwy. 44), Crystal River

1-866-515-9491

-

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727)895-6005
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classified ads:..get results!
Toonari Web Dev.
Presents:

IMMEDIATE
OPENING - F1T sec

LEWIS ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION, INC.

retary, min. 3 yrs.
exp. wladmin. exec.
High level of MS
Office proficiency.
Type 60 wpm & pos
sess exc. org. skills.
Fax cover ltr. &
resume to: Human
Resources, 321-8349.

African American
History For
Students And
Teachers On The
Web.
www.africanaonline.com
www.toonari .com

“Witen You Need Quality
Craftsmanship"
AI1 Phases Of Residential
& Commercial Work

(727) 492-8195

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency

Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life»Heaith«Dental«Vision
Disability*Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also
Ph: 727-328-9878
Fax: 727-328-9545

Bonded & Insured

r

A 3-bedroom home, with over 1700 sq. ft. of living area

MEET
YOUR
MATCH

i

i

The HospICE
OF THE FLORIDA SI NCOAST

Caring for Pinellas County,
Florida since 1977

1-900-226-5883
Ext. 3157

on a huge lot, quiet neighborhood. Home completely
redone - in the beautiful Lake Maggiore area of St. Pete

- 3640 Eighth St. So.
Low down and seller might help with closing costs. By
appointment only. Free qualifying $628.PI (6% APR).

Immediate opening, 2nd Shift Supervisor for top rated CNC
Machine Shop. 10 yrs. min. exp., need the best man to work
with the best people, best machines, and best facility in the area.

80%

Section 8 Housing

On Dental Services
Includes FREE Prescription, Vision
1 and Chiropractic Plans

(727) 864-6675

H. & S. Swansons’ Tool Company
9000 68th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL 33782

E.O.E. We are a drug and smoke free workplace.

(813)244-7388

By
Bill Thomas

Photos

Accepting applications for tool and cutter grinder, min. 5 yrs.
exp., sharpen std. tools and make specials, self starter who can
work with little supervision. Tool purchasing and computer exp.
a plus.

| *For All Of Your Photo Needs*
• Church Events
’Banquets
‘Weddings

H. & S. Swansons’ Tool Company
9000 68th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL 33782

E.O.E. We are a drug and smoke free workplace.

3,4, 5 Bedrooms For Rent
in St. Petersburg & Gulfport

■ / \\

I W*

t\
'

• School Activities
• Sorority or Fraternity Activities
• Sporting Events
'• Reunions

For information and to see, call Joel at (727) 581-7572.

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
AHHAJCNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

HAVE A
NICE DAY

C.N.C. MACHINIST

Charles Rutenberg Realty

4 Unique Profession!!

$2.99 per min.
Must be 18 yrs.
Serv-U (619)648-8434

WANTED

~

PERSON WITH TRANSPORTATION
To deliver The Weekly Challenger each
Thursday to home - business subscriptions.
Excellent chance for the right person to have
their own route.

CALL - 894-3294 FOR DETAILS
Competitive Wages

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
PLANNER III
$43,790 - $67,678 DOQ
Position open until June 2, 2003
Professional position involving the City's Community
Redevelopment Area plans. Job description and requirements
can be found at www.stpete.org
EQUIPMENT MECHANIC H

$31,258 - $40,641- (DOQ)
Close Date: May 30,2003
Skilled work at the journeyman level in the mechanical repair,
maintenance and reconditioning of a wide variety of gasoline
and diesel powered automotive, construction and/or mainte
nance equipment. Prefer high school graduation or possession of
a G.E.D. certificate with considerable shop experience in the
repair, maintenance and reconditioning of a variety of gasoline
and diesel powered automotive, construction and/or mainte
nance equipment. Must be in possession of a valid Florida
Driver's License and have successfully completed the written
portion of the test for a Class "A" Commercial Driver's License.
The "A" Commercial Driver's license must be obtained within
six months of employment. Must possess two (2) ASE certifica
tions (one certification MUSTjhE in aif cahdltioflitig)'.
Possession of a full set of automotive mechanics repair tools
with a rollaway lockable tool chest at time appointment is also
required. Applicant selected may be required to successfully
complete pre-employment drug testing as required by D.O.T.
Federal regulations.

Happy
MOTHER'S DAY

WRXB RADIO STATION IS
SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF
2 YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE.
COMMISSIONED. MUST POSSESS
, GOOD COMMUNICATION
SKILLS AND BE PERSONABLE.
COMMISSION ONLY. PLEASE
FAX RESUME TO (727) 321-3025

FAMILY STRESS
Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
services are also available to the public.
For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438
HAVE A
NICE DAY!

Bill Thomas Photos

Experienced Mill Operator, must be able to follow process
instructions, inspect their own parts, hold close tolerance dimen
sions, and maintain the set up. Immediate opening for 1st and
2nd shift. Please apply to Larry Gipperich.

DEBURR OPERATOR

H. & S. Swansons’ Tool Company
9000 68th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL 33782

Participants will receive study medication, studyrelated exams, and reimbursement for time and

travel.

Saturday. May 10th,
Bav of Oualitv Babv and
Children Furniture and
Accessories.

9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Cribs, Dressers,
Gliders, Car Seats,
Linens and Much
More!

Juvenile Junction
7101 U.S. Hwy. 19 N„ Pinellas Park • (727) 521-2229

(next to Rooms To Go)

THere IS a

rEASON TO rEAd
the WEEKLY

CHALLENGES

"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

36% Of pabenis swaging kidney transplants
are African American

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

1

flees will be saved if you do nothing

Address

State

Zip Code

Phone

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?___________ ________

Organ Donation
«3w ten* fcfer

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

Radiant Research is conducting a clinical research
study of an investigational medication for Acne.

12% of the U.S. population is African American

Annual
$30
18

Your Life?
begins in puberty and can continue into aduIthood.

E.O.E. We are a drug and smoke free workplace.

(727) - 822-8996

6 Months
$18
10

Affecting
Acne is an embarrassing condition that most often

Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

Subscription:
Man
Home Delivery

Acne

Immediate opening for experienced Deburr person, min. 5 yrs.
exp., remove burrs, condition surfaces and clean parts, for close
tolerance aerospace machining operation. Apply in person.

The Weekly Challenger

The Weekly Challenger

Call Anytime, Day Or Night!

E.O.E. We are a drug and smoke free workplace.

Please E-Mail All Ads to:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com

CALLTODAY

®lp> Weeklg Challenger (727)896-2922 • Home (727) 821-1979

H. & S. Swansons’ Tool Company
9000 68th Street North
Pinellas Park, FL 33782

Largest sale ever in Tampa

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?
If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

City

H

SAVE UP TO

SUPERVISOR

CUTTER GRINDER

Better Than New

17

t® save te.

SB

ARIES (Mar. 21- April 20) This week's scenario is highlighted by

your need to be sensitive to other's needs. It won't matter that
you have the right answer if you express it thoughtlessly. Pick
your spots, make your point, and then move on. Don't dwell on
negatives. You need to be babied or you need someone to baby.
The downside is the possibility of creating a pattern of depend
ency in a relationship
TAURUS (Apr. 21- May 21) This week's scenario is highlighted,
by Organization, opportunities & your ability to reach new
plateaus. Mature partners or colleagues help you to get moreorganized. You may have to give up some of your sacred objects,
those treasures from the past you love to collect. Time to make
some room.
6EMINI (May22-June21) This week's scenario is highlighted by
honesty & a great deal of communication. It's your money & you
do need to have some impractical fun from time to time. You can
spend for the fun of it, as long as you remain truthful to yourself.
Just don't kid yourself into thinking that you need to purchase
large ticket items.
CANCER (June 22-July 22) This week's scenario is highlighted
by responsibilities, relationships and romance. Co-workers may
tend to depend on you too much. Delegate some of those tasks
that are tedious to you. Once you do, your load will be lightened.
There could be a problem with a close relationship.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22) This week's scenario is highlighted by
excuses & your ability to see past the immediate. It's not your
style to ask for permission but you may need the support of high;
er-ups to get to where you want to go. Show your leadership but
avoid overly aggressive behavior.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 -Sept. 23) This week's scenario is highlighted by
planning, scheduling & getting organized. There's certainly
more on your plate than you ever expected. Maybe you've over
committed yourself & need to re-examine your priorities.
Whatever happened to the freedom of the past, when life was so
simple and all you were concerned with was the next thrill?
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) This week's scenario is highlighted by
your competitive drive & initiative. Don't let circumstances con
trol your opinions. Avoid impulsive decisions. Once you've
thought it out, speak your mind. Show your leadership but avoid
overly aggressive behavior. You'll make great strides in achiev
ing personal success this week.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22) This week's scenario is highlighted
by your sense of timing & good luck. A slowing of pace will help
you to relax socializing with family & friends. Once you slow
your jets, your goals will clearly come into focus. Allow your
self to dream a little but keep your feet on the ground. Don't be
afraid to confide secrets to mate, you'll feel refreshed as a result.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21) This week's scenario is high
lighted by more positive energy than you've felt in a while. Plan
to use your new found energy to pamper the most important peo
ple in your life. Share yourself & your confidence level will
increase greatly. You may just be able to strike a common
ground that ensures your personal success.
CAPRICORN (Dec 22.- Jan. 20) This week's scenario is high
lighted by emotional feelings & your realization that life goes
on. You can't continue to wear your emotions on your sleeve.
Recent chain of events need to be addressed honestly. If you are
defensive, you may tend to overreact. You'll feel pulled in many
different directions. Express your feelings^ let the chips fall.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19) This week's scenario is high
lighted by domestic changes that will improve your overall out
look. Events this week will become a starting point for personal
& professional successes. It may cause your to re-think your
long term plans a little. Don't panic. Your determination to suc
ceed may become your greatest asset.
PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20) This week's scenario is highlighted by
new opportunities that will allow you to experiment try new
adventures. You may wish to grow in your learning and experi
ence but power struggles may present obstacles to your confi
dence. Exercise tolerance and you'll lay the groundwork for your
future projects. Fanatical beliefs, combined with impatience,
may inhibit your deeper understandings.

Happy Mother’s Day
£

■(■
c^RD_REQp

Publix

Ib

Medium
Cooked Shrimp

Where shopping is a pleasure.®

Visit our website at www.publix.com

41 to 50 Shrimp per Pound,
Farm Raised, Previously Frozen

Prices Effective
Thursday, May 8 through
Wednesday, May 14,2003.
Only in the Following Counties: Lee, Collier,
Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando,
Citrus, Manatee, Sarasota, Charlotte, Polk,
Orange, Seminole, Highlands, Brevard and Osceola.
Quantity Rights Reserved.

Buy One Get One
c^rd_reqg
'JO

“We will never knowingly disappoint you.
Iffor any reason yourpurchase does not
give you complete satisfaction, thefull
purchase price will be cheerfully refunded
immediately upon request. ”
CfrP-P

Portabella
Mushrooms

u? R 1 S I

REQ*'',-

*

REQU,/.

*

.

Sliced or Whole,
6-oz pkg.

LOW
PRICE

IBbsfeag

Boneless
Underblade Roast

Boar's Head®
Honey Maple Ham

Publix Premium Certified Beef,
USDA Choice, Beef Chuck

Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli!

Boneless
Pork Loin
Top Loin Chops

lb.

299

Publix Pork,
All Natural, Full Flavor,
Any Size Package

Jimmy Dean
Roll Pork
Sausage ..........
fTKS-’S

Publix is proud to be the only supermarket
in Florida to offer Boar’s Head® products.

■

MEAT

Decorated Double
Layer Heart Shaped
Cake, 8-inch

ft /

DEL 1

Publix
Chicken Tender
Half Sub Combo.

Chocolate or Yellow Cake, Decorated
for Mom, From the Publix Bakery,
38 to 40-oz size

^3549

Custom Made Chicken Tender Sub
Combo: A Fresh Baked Roll With Fresh
Fried Chicken Tenders, Then Garnished
With Your Choice of Toppings, With a
32-oz Drink & Dirty Chips, each combo

j99

Assorted Varieties,
12 to 16-oz pkg.

ICE

CREAM

Publix Premium or
Homemade Ice Cream

/COO

Assorted Varieties, half gal ctn.

■

BAKERY

Chicago
Italian Bread........

490

.. I-

Baked Fresh Throughout the Day,
16-oz loaf
HH

Publix
Large
White Eggs...................

79*

Grade A, 12-ct. ctn.
(Limit four cartons on
selected advertised varieties.)

Premium
Strawberries
Sweet, Red Ripe for Your
Favorite Mother’s Day Dessert,
From California, 16-oz pkg.
(32-oz pkg.... 3.99, 64-oz pkg.... 7.89)

FLORAL

Premium Dozen
Rose Bouquet.........

12"

Ecuadorian Grown,
Choose From Red or
Your Favorite Color, each
(Premium Half Dozen Rose
Bouquet, each... 8.99)

Potted
Tulips or Hyacinth.......

6"

Beautiful Blooming
Spring Bulb Plants,
6-inch cont. #11504637

yR I S |0g.

A

LOW
PRICE

Publix Coupon

Publix Coupon

Buy Three Get One " Poblix

"Expressions
From Hallmark.if
1

Assorted
Greeting Cards

12-Pack Selected
Pepsi Products
12-oz can (Limit six 12-packs
on selected advertised varieties.)
(6-Pack Selected Pepsi Products,
24-oz bot.... 2.99)

hfisPiifa

IlSfi

Inglenook
Vineyards
Chardonnay Wine
Or Vin Rose, Cabernet Sauvignon,
Chablis, White Zinfandel, Classic
Burgundy, Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay
Pinot Grigio, Cabernet Merlot, Chianti,
Merlot Zinfandel or Merlot, 1.5-L bot.
—mm

OFF

(When you buy three

The Purchase of

“Expressions From Hallmark”

One (1) box of

Greeting Cards at regular
price, get one up to 2.00 value

free!) Limit one deal

Post Cereal
Assorted Varieties,

10 to 25-oz box

per coupon per customer.
Coupon effective

Limit one deal per

May 8 -14, 2003.

coupon per customer.
Coupon effective
May 8 -14,2003.

Save up to 2.00

LU# 5121

Save 1.50

LU# 9165

